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UNIT STANDARD 8024 

 

Unit Standard Title  

Receiving and dispatching freight, and handling freight returns   

 

NQF Level 

3 

 

Credits 

5 

A learner will now be capable of demonstrating an integrated practical and theoretical 
knowledge of receipt, dispatch and returns of freight procedures, based on quality service to the 
customer and product care. The learner will be able to accept additional responsibility through 
knowledge of the whole process.  

 

Learning assumed to be in place 

 NQF 1 or General Education and Training Certificate;  

 'Operating Computer Systems';  

 'Allocation of Freight for packaging and grouping';  

 'Occupational Health, Safety and general Housekeeping'.  

 

Unit standard range 

The applied competence expressed in this standard cover standard procedures requiring 
responses to familiar challenges, based on discretion and judgement. The learner has significant 
responsibility for quality and quantity of output and taking innovative and corrective action in 
the event of unfamiliar challenges throughout a range of operational environment within the 
freight handling industry as defined.  

 

Specific Outcomes and Assessment Criteria 

Specific Outcome 1:  

Identify non-conforming freight on arrival and departure.  

Outcome Notes  
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Identify non-conforming (damaged/soiled) freight on arrival and departure and deal with freight 
in accordance with company policy and procedures (e.g. customer instructions) and relevant 
legislation.  

 

Specific Outcome 2  

Assess the quality of packaging and securing of freight.  

 
Outcome Notes  

Assess the quality of packaging and securing of freight, and to take corrective actions to ensure 
the safe handling of freight.  

 
Specific Outcome 3   

Determine the correct type and quantity of packages/units are received, dispatched or moved.  

 
Outcome Notes  

Determine the correct type and quantity of packages/units are received, dispatched or 
internally moved in accordance with authorised documentation. Discrepancies must be dealt 
with in accordance with company policies and procedures and customer requirements.  

 
Specific Outcome 4  

Place and store freight.  

 
Outcome Notes  

Place and store freight, giving cognisance to product type (e.g. liquids, hazardous/dangerous, 
perishable), storage requirements, appropriate storage facility, dwell time and transport 
resource, in order that it can be easily located and well preserved.  

 
Specific Outcome 5   

Move freight in accordance with pre-determined time constraints.  

 
Outcome Notes  

Move freight in accordance with pre-determined time constraints such as delivery schedules, 
shipping/dispatch programs and customer requirements, thereby ensuring timeous dispatch and 
receipt of freight.  

 
Specific Outcome 6  

Implement a stocktaking system.  

 
Outcome Notes  

Implement a stocktaking system (e.g. automated, computerised, microfiche, manual) to suit 
company policy.  
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Specific Outcome 7  

Ensure client confidentiality.  

 
Outcome Notes  
Ensure client confidentiality when receiving and dispatching freight in order to protect client 
interests 
 

Assessment Criteria For All Outcomes 

 Generate and consider options and possibilities for:  

 Safe handling, correct identification and allocation of freight for timeous delivery;  

 The accurate and timeous receipt of freight internally dispatched/moved in 
accordance with authorised documentation.  

 Identify the most appropriate course of action in relation to:  

 The receipt of hazardous/dangerous freight taking cognisance of statutory 
requirements (e.g. flammability, size, weight);  

 The storage requirements for specific freight and explain the characteristics of 
such freight in relation to the storage requirements;  

 Inspecting freight on arrival and dispatch and damaged/soiled freight, taking into 
account company guidelines/procedures.  

 Explain what you have taken into account in the selection of storage patterns for specific 
freight in a given working environment.  

 Demonstrate facilitating the unloading/loading of freight from/onto the designated mode 
of transport.  

 Demonstrate completion of all documentation associated with receipt and dispatch in 
accordance with regulations and company procedures.  

 Examine freight returned, received and dispatched and take corrective action in the 
event of damaged freight.  

 Evaluate your performance and identify strengths and weaknesses and areas for 
improvement in the area of receipt and dispatch procedures.  

 Participate in planning a strategy for future action:  

 Provide ideas for a more efficient receipt holding and dispatch administration 
system;  

 In improving the response time to ensure the timeous movement of freight in the 
logistics chain.  
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Unit Standard Essential Embedded Knowledge  

The learner can understand, explain and apply: 

1. The relevant legislation and international standards pertaining to storage areas and safety 
and security procedures and precautions concerning receipt and dispatch.  

2. Current trends in storage patterns and methodologies used.  

3. Special storage and handling conditions required based on storage and handling 
characteristics of freight (e.g. inherent vice) 

4. Time management principles in order to maximise client satisfaction.  

5. Efficient receipt, dispatch and returns administration procedures. 

6. Optimal load limits and rates for specific transport modes.  

7. The transport routes and conditions, together with the mode of transport and how these 
factors affect the status of the freight for receipt and dispatch purposes. 

8. Current trends in company inventory and stock control systems. 

9. The need for strict compliance with customer instructions with due regard to all parties 
involved.  

 

Critical Cross-field Outcomes (CCFO): 

Unit Standard CCFO Identifying  

Recognise and solve problems by selecting applicable administrative, documentary and handling 
procedures followed in the receipt, dispatch and returns of freight across different modes of 
transport.  

 
Unit Standard CCFO Working  

Work effectively with others in a team to demonstrate initiative in liaising between the planning 
section and the operations team. 

 
Unit Standard CCFO Organising 

Manage and organise activities to effectively and responsibly apply a process of continuous 
improvement of performance and methods. 

 
Unit Standard CCFO Collecting 

Collect, analyse, organise and evaluate information contained in relevant legislation to ensure 
compliance with national safety standards and customs regulations within the work 
environment.. 

Collect, analyse and evaluate information about freight characteristics and inherent vice for 
freight storage purposes. 

Unit Standard CCFO Communicating 

Solve problems around returned freight. Communicate ideas and information about decisions 
made concerning treatment of returned freight (e.g. spillage, waste, downgraded).  
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Unit Standard CCFO Science 

Use Science and Technology effectively in applying stock control measures to identify stock 
discrepancies and take corrective action if required.  
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SECTION 1: NON-CONFORMING FREIGHT 

 

Specific Outcome 1 

Identify non-conforming freight on arrival and departure. 

 

Outcome Notes  

Identify non-conforming (damaged/soiled) freight on arrival and departure and deal with freight 
in accordance with company policy and procedures (e.g. customer instructions) and relevant 
legislation.  

 

Assessment criteria 

 Identify the most appropriate course of action in relation to:  

 Inspecting freight on arrival and dispatch and damaged/soiled freight, taking into 
account company guidelines/procedures. 

 Examine freight returned, received and dispatched and take corrective action in the 
event of damaged freight. 

 

Essential embedded knowledge 

 Efficient receipt, dispatch and returns administration procedures. 

 The need for strict compliance with customer instructions with due regard to all parties 
involved. 

 

1.1 Introduction to Receiving Goods 
The Receiving function is crucial to the well-being of any 
business. Poor receiving procedures and supervision can lead 
to massive losses in stock which could, in the long run, 
destroy the business.  

Receiving staff should be alert at all times. It is a well-
established fact that many delivery crews will deceive 
the person or business they're delivering to, given the 
slightest chance.  
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a. Receiving Door 

1. A bigger business would designate a door solely to receiving and despatch.  When this is the 
case, the receiving staff must ensure that the outside of the doorway is clear and provides 
sufficient room for delivery vehicles to pass through.  

2. Ensure that you have enough space inside the doorway where the goods may be placed when 
off-loaded.   

3. Avoid piling stocks on top of each other as this makes checking and counting very difficult. If 
necessary, designate the various areas of receiving with yellow lines on a painted floor to 
establish discipline.  

4. Control the flow of people through the doorway - do not allow delivery personnel to loiter in 
the doorway and obstruct your view.  

5. It is possible that, whilst open, staff and customers may try to use this door as a general exit 
and entry point. This should be discouraged but, if it cannot be 
completely avoided, a strict control must be kept on persons 
exiting and entering.  

6. If this is a door dedicated to receiving and despatch, it must 
be securely closed and locked between delivery times. You 
may wish to put up a push bell button on the outside of the 
door so that delivery crews are able to announce their 
presence.  

 

b. Goods Receiving Documents 

When you receive goods in a wholesale or retail organisation, it could be due to one of three 
stock ordering methods: 

 Stock ordering 

Where head office sends you goods without you having to order 

This could happen in a clothing retailer, for example, where the buyer decides what stock goes 
to which store.  Or, if head office has entered into an agreement with a supplier to run a special 
on one or more products. 

In this case, you will receive an advice from head office about the stock you will receive.  This 
could be called a Stock In Transit form, a Stock Transfer Form ( STF) or a jab, depending on the 
procedure in your organisation. 

These forms will be generated by head office on the computer system, so you will receive the 
advice and print it out. 

Where you order from head office or another branch 

You will place the order using the computer to generate a purchase order.  The order could also 
be placed by telephone followed with a faxed copy to head office or the other branch, should 
your computer system be offline or your organisation not make use of computerised systems. 
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Where you order directly from the supplier 

You will generate a purchase order or requisition, either by hand or on the computer. 

Whichever method was used, you will have a document that states the goods that are due to 
arrive at your store. 

 

 Purchase order  

 

 

 

Purchase orders are generally preprinted, numbered documents generated by the retailer's 
financial management system which shows that purchase details have been recorded and 
payment will be made. 

Also Known As: PO 

Every time our retail store places an order with our vendors, we submit a purchase order. This 
document allows us to track outstanding orders and accounts payable. 

 

 

 

Completion of the purchase order 

A sample Purchase Order Copy follows.  

1. Purchase Order Number: The number assigned to the purchase order. (Used for departmental 
record keeping.) 

2. Supplier Name and Address: The complete name and address of the individual or company 
which supplied the merchandise. 

3. Ship To: Receiving Department address, i.e., UAB Receiving, Hospital Receiving, Maintenance, 
etc. 

4. Deliver To: Name and location of the individual who requested the ordered goods. 

5. Date: The date the purchase order was originated. 

6. Payment Terms: Payment terms defined by Purchasing Department. 

7. Ship Via: Shipping instructions entered by Purchasing Department. 

8. F.O.B.: Shipping terms defined by Purchasing Department. 

9. Freight Terms: Freight terms defined by Purchasing Department. 

10. P. O. Line No: The sequential line number which corresponds with the line on the requisition 
(i.e., the first item would be line 1, the second would be line 2, etc.). 

11. Quantity: The quantity of the item being purchased. 

12. UOP: Unit of Purchase. The packaging of the item to be purchased (i.e., each, box, package, 
dozen, etc.). 

Definition: A written sales contract between buyer and seller detailing the exact 
merchandise or services to be rendered from a single vendor. 

Note: The Purchase Order is provided to the vendor as a record of the Purchase. 
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13. Unit Price: The unit price of the item ordered. 

14. Extended Price: The total of the quantity of the item multiplied by its unit price. 

15. Description: The complete description, in detail, of the item ordered. 

16. Total: The total amount of all items on the purchase order. 

17. For Questions Concerning This Purchase Order, Contact: The buyer's name and telephone 
number to contact for questions concerning this purchase order. 

Another purchase order example 
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The purchase order is usually prepared in three copies: 

 the original copy is sent to the supplier, 

 the second copy for receiving department,  

 third for accounts department 

 

 Invoice 

 

 

 

The usual sections in an invoice include: 

 Date 

 Names and addresses of customer and supplier 

 Contact names 

 Description of items purchased, either products or services 

 Terms of payment. For example, the provider might specify "net 30 days," which means 
that the entire amount is due within 30 days. 

Once you've sold the product or provided the service, its invoice time. An invoice not only shows 
the customer or client how much money is due but provides tax information. Both you and your 
customers need to be able to track how much VAT is paid or owed, for instance. Because 
invoices are such an important part of your business records, it's important to get them right. 

 

What has to be on the invoice 

There are certain pieces of information that have to be on your invoices if you are charging VAT. 
Your invoice must include: 

 your business name 

 The business registration number 

 the date of the invoice 

 your VAT registration number 

 the purchaser's name 

 a brief description of the goods or services performed 

 the total amount paid or payable 

 the terms of payment 

 

 

 

 

Definition: An invoice is a bill sent by a provider of a product or service to the 
purchaser. The invoice establishes an obligation on the part of the purchaser to pay, 
creating an account receivable. 
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EXAMPLE INVOICE 
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c. Receiving Stock/freight 

 At the gate 

The proper procedures for receiving truck load traffic begin with the security guard at the gate 
or with the supervisor responsible for signing for deliveries. It is imperative for them to inspect 
and confirm that all seal numbers are recorded before they are broken. 

Instruct drivers delivering full truckloads that you will record seal numbers only if you can 
confirm that the seals were intact on arrival.  

Be especially alert to the possibility of shortages on truckload shipments when the driver hands 
you the seal with an explanation that he removed it in order to open his doors prior to backing 
into your unloading dock.  

While this might well be the case, your refusal to give a clear seal record in these instances will 
prevent future tampering or removal with seals without your supervision.  

The origin seal numbers should not be recorded on the bill of lading by the shipper. It 
enables a receiving clerk who has a copy of the bill of lading to copy those seal numbers on the 
delivering carrier's delivery receipt without actually checking the seals on the vehicle. Shippers 
should record the origin seal numbers on their internal records.  

If the vehicle has more than one door, check all doors for seals and record the fact that all doors 
are, or are not, sealed, recording their numbers.  

Watch for "gimmicks" devised by transportation cargo thieves, professional organized crime rings 
and nonprofessionals to break the integrity of seal records. If you catch a thief in the act, 
prosecute. The "word" will soon spread that your Company "means business."  

 

 Unload and receive 

The receiving department unloads and receives materials 
dispatched by the supplier. Once the goods have been 
offloaded, and placed on pallets (if it is a big order) you have 
to verify and check the quantity and physical condition of 
goods. 

Verification of the goods delivered against the documents 
always takes place where at least two staff members of your 
organisation as well as the driver or representative of the 

supplier are present 

 You will compare the delivery note against the purchase order 

 Then you compare the actual goods that have been unloaded against the purchase order 

 Lastly, you compare the purchase order and the invoice with each other, to confirm 
prices, etc. 

Once you are satisfied that everything has been unloaded and that all discrepancies have been 
noted and reported, sign and date the delivery.   
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Keep an unloading tally. If your delivery is short or is damaged, note the count and/or damage 
on the delivery receipt in detail, and then have driver sign and date it at the same time. On 
shortages, note which items were short, if possible. If damaged, be specific and factual: "corners 
bent, wrapping torn, tarp torn and shredded, two sheets missing", etc.  

If your organisation uses a receiving checklist, do the following: 

 Using the standard receiving checklist, inspect the delivery for quality, quantity, and 
delivery timing.  

 Initial each inspection point on the receiving checklist to indicate that it has been 
completed, and note any issues on the checklist. 

The copies of the delivery note will be distributed as follows: 

 One copy for the supplier 

 One copy for your records 

 Once copy that goes to purchasing to check the delivery against the order and to arrange 
for payment to be made 

If your organisation does not work with a delivery note, you will use the invoice from the 
supplier to compare against the purchase order and the goods. 

 

 Policies and procedures 

If a corporate policy manual exists, ensure that there is a section devoted to "Receiving 
Practices" and that it contains the procedures, herein, together with material relating 
specifically to your products.  

 

 Inspection forms 

Provide the receiving department with inspection forms so that they can perform factual and 
precise inspections on those occasions when the carrier waives the right to do so. In preparing 
such a form, add those items which might more effectively describe your product and the 
conditions which frequently exist on delivery based on your past experiences.  

 

 Receiving log 

Maintain a receiving log. Record the date, arrival and departure times, carrier's name and pro 
number, vendor's name and order number, description of goods, actual count, notation of 
damage, if any, and the initials of the person making the entry. All of these pieces of 
information could be used at a later date in documenting a freight claim.  

Management should decide if receiving personnel should be given a copy of the purchase order, 
as it often encourages personnel to merely check each line without counting. Not having a copy 
of the purchase order forces receiving personnel to actually count, inspect and/or weigh the 
shipment contents.  

Note: Count and Inspect All Pieces. 
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EXAMPLE OF A RECEIVING AND INSPECTION REPORT 
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Marking the delivery receipt "subject to further inspection" is not a good practice. It does not 
help the claimant establish carrier liability, as the carrier will generally allege that the real 
damage occurred after the product was delivered!  

The time to inspect and report on damage is while the driver is present to sign and confirm the 
exception notation on the delivery receipt!  

Occasionally, the person charged with inspecting deliveries is not available at the time of 
delivery. In such cases, the inspecting party should note that fact on the delivery receipt. It may 
explain why a shipment was later discovered to be damaged, without an exception notation 
appearing on the delivery receipt.  

 

d. Practical example of receiving procedures 

As an example, we will discuss receiving freight in a retailer.  This procedure could also be 
applied to most other organisations, be they wholesalers, warehouses, etc. 

The individual tasks of freight processing vary from one retailer to another. The size of the 
delivery, the type of products, location for receiving and method of tagging each play a vital 
part in merchandise handling. However, the overall concept of receiving merchandise is very 
similar across most retail stores.  

 

 Preparing for Merchandise Receipt 

Whether an order is placed weekly with a home office distribution centre, seasonally at buying 
events or randomly with individual vendors, the store manager or owner will most likely be 
informed of the intended shipping date and can prepare for receipt of the merchandise.  

 

 

 

A few days before the scheduled receiving date, spend time rotating overstock and moving back 
stock to the sales floor. Create bulk displays and add additional shelving, if necessary, to reduce 
the amount of freight in the back room. Remember, it cannot sell if the customer cannot see it.  

Retail chain stores often schedule weekly deliveries of ordered inventory to arrive at each store 
on a predetermined day of the week. Knowing when the merchandise will arrive can aid in 
scheduling extra staff.  

Some retail stores hire personnel specifically for merchandise handling and stocking, others 
distribute this work among sales staff. Be sure to have adequate coverage on the sales floor, as 
well as receiving. Shoplifters may be waiting for your weekly truck to arrive because they know 
the employees are busy checking in freight and not watching the store.  

When the products arrive, they may be in  

 plastic containers,  

 cardboard cartons, 

Note: Do not accept deliveries without inspection. 

 

Tip: Stockrooms and storage areas should always be clean and well organised to 
allow for easy access to merchandise. 
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 wooden crates or other packaging.  

 some merchandise may be on hangers,  

 other items may be on pallets.  

Keep in mind that a receiving area is designed to receive, not warehouse merchandise. Each step 
of processing freight should be done quickly and efficiently.  

Begin receiving orders by:  

 Confirming that the number of cartons match the quantity on the bill of lading  

 Examining the containers for signs of damage, including leaks, tears or broken seals  

 Verify the weight, if necessary, matches the amount charged  

 

 

 

The retailer is responsible for the entire shipment, as-is, once the receipt for goods is signed.  

Large shipments should be sorted as the cartons are unloaded. Having like merchandise grouped 
together will make the remaining processes of receiving merchandise much easier.  

 

 Checking In Freight 

Once the shipment has been accepted, the next step of processing freight 
is checking in the merchandise. Some vendors may mail an invoice 
separately from the shipment. A packing list is often included with the 
goods. The two documents may look similar but wholesale product 
prices and shipping costs are generally excluded from packing lists. 
Many retailers opt to continue the checking in process only after the 
invoice has arrived.  

Start the process of checking freight by comparing the vendors invoice 
against the store's purchase order to make sure that:  

 Prices and additional terms of sale are as agreed upon  

 Quantities received by the retailer match purchase order  

 Product styles, colors, sizes received are identical to purchase order  

 Merchandise quality equals, or exceeds, the buyer's expectations  

 

 Problems and discrepancies 

Problems and discrepancies should be documented and reported to the proper party responsible.  

 Cartons missing or damaged in transit become the responsibility of the freight carrier or 
transport company. 

 Vendors and manufacturers should be notified if the order is of poor quality, incorrect 
quantities, missing or wrong merchandise.  

Note: Any discrepancies should be noted on the freight bill before signing. 
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Be sure to obtain a resolution to any problems before continuing to the next process of receiving 
freight.  

 

e. Practical example of receiving procedures 

Following is an example of receiving procedures as laid down by an institution called the 
Research Foundation. 

This is given as an example should it be necessary for you to write the procedures for your 
company. 

 

 Procedures 

If you are required to receive freight shipments or if you supervise those who do, be sure you 
follow these basic steps to ensure that all damage is found and documented upon receipt of 
merchandise.  

 

At the time of delivery:  

 Do not sign the freight bill until the incoming boxes/cartons have been inspected. A 
driver cannot leave until damaged boxes are checked and noted in writing on all copies 
of the freight bill and the freight bill is signed. 

 Always verify the carton quantities listed on the freight bill. You should have received 
exactly the same number of cartons as shown on the freight bill. 

 Each carton should be in good condition when it arrives. If a carton is damaged, describe 
the damage completely on the freight bill. Insist that damaged cartons be opened before 
the driver leaves. Any damage to the contents should be noted on the freight bill. Always 
retain your copy of the freight bill. 

 Notify the Research Foundation Purchasing Office if assistance is needed. 

 

When damage is discovered at delivery time:  

 All damaged cartons should be retained, 

 Call the carrier or the RF Purchasing Office. All damage must be reported immediately so 
that an inspector can be sent to look at the damaged freight. The carrier will deny the 
claim if inspection is not requested within 15 days. 

 Record the date and the name of the person who was contacted at the carrier's office on 
the freight bill. 

 

When the damage is inspected by the carrier representative:  

 If the shipment was on a purchase order, refer to your copy of the purchase order to 
determine if the shipment was "FOB destination" or "FOB shipping point". 

 The inspector will complete a damage report that must be signed. If you do not agree 
with the inspector's conclusions, do not sign the report. Request replacement of the 
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items from the inspector whenever possible. If you have problems, contact the Research 
Foundation Purchasing Office. 

 If the shipment was the result of a Research Foundation purchase order, forward copies 
of the inspection report and the freight bill to the Research Foundation Purchase Office. 
The Research Foundation will negotiate with the company to replace the damaged 
merchandise. 

 

After the inspection report is submitted:  

 The freight company will pick up the damaged merchandise and a salvage receipt will be 
issued. 

 The Research Foundation Purchasing Office will notify you when the details of securing 
the replacement merchandise are complete. 

 

Returning freight  

If merchandise ordered on a Research Foundation purchase order must be returned, the 
Research Foundation will make arrangements with the supplier if requested. If the project staff 
is returning the merchandise, the following procedures apply:  

 Call the supplier to obtain a "return authorization number", the amount of any restocking 
fees applicable, and the address to where the shipment should be returned. 

 If a credit is to be issued, request that the supplier send the credit to:  

Texas A&M Research Foundation 

400 Harvey Mitchell Parkway South 

Suite 100 

College Station, TX 77845 

ATTN: Account # ___________ 

 If return is due to the supplier's error, request that they call UPS or their freight carrier 
for the call tag number and the freight charges will be paid by the supplier. 

 Never return merchandise to a supplier without prior supplier authorization and shipping 
instructions. 

 If your project is responsible for shipping the merchandise back to the supplier, be 
certain to insure the package. Record the carrier used, date shipped, and any other 
pertinent information. Never return merchandise to a supplier via regular mail since 
there is no way to trace the package if the supplier has no record of receiving it. After 
the item has been returned, inform the Research Foundation that a credit is forthcoming. 

HTTP://RF-WEB.TAMU.EDU/PURCH/FREIGHT.HTML 

 

http://rf-web.tamu.edu/purch/freight.html
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1.2 Inspect Freight On Arrival 

a. Problems with Stock 

When a problem with an item has been identified, it is important that the situation is rectified 
and that the product is not despatched until the problem is fixed. 

Some corrective actions will include: 

 replacement of the defective stock with good quality stock 

 repair of the stock 

 returning the stock to the manufacturer 

 disposing of the defective stock items.  

It is essential stock that has been damaged or is of inappropriate quality is recorded, and any 
action that is taken is also recorded. This information can be used to identify problems in 
handling and also to adjust the stock quantities. 

 

b. Non-Conforming Products 

As well as the physical quality of the product it is also possible that the items do not match the 
order which was placed with the supplier. 

These are called non-conforming products and may be: 

 The wrong package size (e.g. 0.5kg packages rather than 1.5kg packages 

 Incorrect quantities (e.g. packets of 100 rather than packets of 10 items)  

 Not the required specifications for the product (e.g. wrong colour, wrong style etc).  

Non-conforming goods must be identified from their description of product code numbers. 

In most cases these items will need to be recorded and then returned to the manufacturer for 
replacement. 

 

 

 

The legal significance of these notations should be explained to receiving 
personnel for better compliance and understanding of the importance of 
their function in the distribution cycle.  

If a delivery receipt with no indication of loss or damage is obtained by the 
carrier and a discrepancy is discovered later, it becomes a "concealed loss 
or damage." This will severely limit your chances of full recovery from the 
carrier.  

All damage, even if only slight markings on the exterior of a carton or skid, should 
be noted, because it may offer a clue to damage to the contents discovered later. If 
the banding, shrink or stretch wrapping is broken upon receipt, inspect and count the contents 
in the driver's presence. If any product is missing, write a clear exception notation on the 
delivery receipt such as; "Two (2) ctns. Paint #1234 short."  

Note:  Shortage and damage notations on the delivery receipt provide the evidence 
required to establish a "prima facie" claim that the carrier is liable for a loss or 

damage. 
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Consignees should note that in the event of a claim that carriers have the right to perform an 
inspection and will try to determine whether the damage could have been discovered and noted 
at time of delivery. If the answer checked is "yes," the carrier will generally decline the 
resultant claim on the basis that the damage happened after the delivery and, therefore, they 
are not liable.  

 

 Photographs 

Take Photographs of the damaged merchandise and of the trailer or car if the load has badly 
shifted and damaged. If possible, get driver in the picture along with the trailer number or 
license plate. Get rail car number in the picture.  

Record on the back of the photograph the date, car, or trailer number, driver's name, carrier's 
name, identity of shipment, etc., and sign the photograph. Also record the time the shipment 
was inspected and photographed. It is also recommended that video cameras be installed at all 
receiving and shipping locations as well as at guard gates, and that films be stored for future 
review when necessary.  

 

 Call the carrier/vendor 

When a shortage or damage is discovered, call the carrier immediately to give them an 
opportunity to schedule an inspection (whether or not an exception was noted on the delivery 
receipt) and confirm in writing the date and time and the names of the persons who were 
notified. Also, report all damage and shortages to the shipper in writing, particularly if they are 
repetitive. Send photographs of the damage, as many shippers do not know how well their 
packaging is performing in transit.  

Receiving personnel must be trained in proper procedures in order to protect the interests of the 
owner of the goods in damage situations. An immediate call to the carrier with written 
confirmation builds credibility in the eyes of the carrier and provides the beginning of hard 
documentary evidence for the eventual claim file. It also establishes the time schedule for the 
carrier to perform its inspection. If the carrier fails to make the inspection within the time limit, 
or within a reasonable time, the consignee should perform the inspection and submit a copy of 
its findings with its claim.  

 

 Save all packaging!  

One of the most important steps to take in cases of concealed damage is to set aside the 
damaged goods awaiting the carrier's inspection. Retain all of the original packaging.  

Failure to comply with this provision deprives the carrier of the opportunity to inspect the goods 
and the packaging, which will in turn, severely hinder your chances to recover damages (unless, 
of course, you have preserved the evidence by taking photographs, obtained an affidavit from 
the person having actual knowledge of its condition, etc.).  
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 Create an "OS&D" area. 

This area, used for retaining damaged goods and containers, should be in a space that is out of 
the way of the normal traffic in the receiving area so that further damage or pilferage is not 
incurred by your own personnel in conducting normal business. This area should also be secured 
against pilferage and theft.  

 

 Rust 

All metal products have a natural tendency to rust, and therefore, special precautions must be 
taken to prevent rusting in transit and in storage. Receiving personnel must carefully inspect 
such products for evidence of rusting, and note the extent and degree of rusting when 
discovered.  

Delivery receipts must be noted in detail, such as:  

Edges rusted on 2 coils, #_____and#_____. 

Heavy rusting notes on #_________. 

Light rusting noted on #_________. 

Top sheet only rusted and pitted, etc. 

 

 Refrigerated products 

Refrigerated product should be pierced with a thermometer to record pulp temperature rather 
than the temperature of the package.  

 

 "Don’t’s" 

 Do not REJECT the shipment from the carrier unless:  

 The shipment is "practically worthless," considering the cost of repair, salvaging, etc. 
(make sure to take photographs if you do reject, and get the driver to acknowledge and 
confirm the damage on a separate report).  

 The shipment may contaminate, infest or damage other freight in your place of business. 
(Leaking drums, insects, etc.)  

The reason for this rule is that the owner of a damaged shipment must mitigate the loss to the 
greatest extent possible under the circumstances. The law presumes that the owner of the goods 
is in a better position to repair the goods or maximize the salvage value of the damaged product 
since it is in that business. The carrier usually cannot recoup as much money as the owner of the 
goods can in the salvage market.  

Non-confirming goods should not be rejected to the carrier if the carrier is not at fault. These 
goods should be accepted and held for disposition instructions from the seller. 
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c. Inherent vice 

When inspecting goods and freight for possible damage, you also have to know a term that is 
called inherent vice, as this could affect claims against the insurance company. 

 

 

 

We can also say that Inherent Vice is the inherent physical properties of goods which may cause 
them to suffer deterioration or damage without outside influence. For example: spontaneous 
combustion, rust etc.  

Such characteristics or defects make the item an unacceptable risk to a carrier or insurer. If the 
characteristic or defect is not visible, and if the carrier or the insurer has not been warned of it, 
neither of them may be liable for any claim arising solely out of the inherent vice. 

In ocean cargo transit with over 15,000 different types of cargo being shipped around the world, 
the application of Inherent Vice is a strong possibility in certain cargoes, i.e. hydroscopic cargo, 
fruits and vegetables, wine, cocoa and coffee beans, iron and steel products, wood products, 
fish meal, leather goods, hides and skins, flour, soybeans,  potatoes, pistachio nuts, walnuts, 
rubber, rugs, carpet backing, etc. As Inherent Vice is an exception to liability, the burden of 
proof is on the insurer to support the declination of any cargo claim. 

 

 

 

The "Inherent Vice" exclusion can also apply to a loss which, due to manner in which the cargo is 
shipped, is regarded as inevitable. A good example is given by cargoes that are susceptible to 
high and/or low temperatures. Fresh eggs, chocolate, cocoa cake, wine, beer, etc., that are 
shipped in regular ocean containers during certain times of year when weather conditions are 
expected to be hot or cold, and without the use of a heated and/or insulated container ,are 
bound to sustain losses.  

Damage that occurs in the course of ordinary handling and transportation of cargoes, without 
the intervention of a fortuity, can be due to Inherent Vice and would be excluded from 
coverage. 

 

1.3 Best Practices for Warehouse Receiving  
Receiving is basically the process of confirming that you received what you ordered: Does the 
material received match your purchase order?  

The average warehouse receives, counts, and inspects thousands of items of varying shapes and 
sizes from hundreds of vendors whose picking, packing, and shipping practices are all different, 
so it is not surprising that receiving can be one of the most complicated functions and warehouse 
processes.  

Errors in receiving, unlike most other errors in the warehouse, have a ripple effect. If the 
receiving process is not  working smoothly, you’ll run into situations where product is be sitting 
on your receiving dock, or on pallets in a corner. Your pickers will waste time looking for them. 

Definition: Hidden defect (or the very nature) of a good or property which of itself 
is the cause of (or contributes to) its deterioration, damage, or wastage. 

 

Note: An insurer does not agree to insure against damage that is bound to happen or 
inevitable as a result of the natural tendency of the cargo to deteriorate or sustain 

damage without an external fortuitous accident triggering the damage. 
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Remember that the data from the receiving department determines what the accounting 
department pays vendors. If receiving doesn’t highlight when pallets are missing a few cartons, 
your company will overpay for the actual goods received as well as incur backorders. If the 
received items differ from what was expected, your company will unnecessarily expend time and 
money to correct the problem.  

 

 

Everyone working on the distribution team should understand that outbound success and 
efficiency depends on the success of inbound efficiency and performance. This is particularly 
important if you are talking about receiving and processing returns 

 

 

Good receiving is critical because when you move product faster with fewer employees, 
employee productivity is higher, you use less warehouse space, and you reduce the number of 
touches on items, which reduces opportunities to inadvertently damage them.  

 

 Labels 

Good receiving starts with good labeling. Get your suppliers to correctly label materials before 
they arrive at your warehouse. Make sure the labels can be read by both human and data 
capture devices. Ensure that your warehouse has the proper data scanners in the receiving 
locations where you need them.  

Depending on your receiving system, the labeling standard you use and your vendors’ willingness 
to customise printing for you, some of the data that you may want to include on your labels 
include:  

1. Shipper/supplier information (company name, tel. 
number) 

2. Purchase order number 

3. Pallet labels and quantity 

4. Case labels and quantity 

5. Product number and description 

6. Package count 

7. Part/unit labels or markings (each item in the case should have a unique product ID) 

 
 
 
Vendors will usually comply or, use one of the standards with some of their other customers. In 
this case, your request will be easier to meet.  

 

 

Tip:  Success or failure in receiving determines what you pay for your receipts and 
their errors can be very costly. 

 

Tip: Ideally, the best practice on receiving is to move items to their storage 
location with as few touches - few movements and barcode scans, etc. - as possible. 

 

Tip: With labeling, stick with an industry standard. 

 

Note:  An effective labelling component of your receiving system also includes a well-
labelled warehouse. 
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 Identify areas, aisles, rack bays, and shelves with large, easy-to-read location labels. 

 Use large barcode-readable “license plate” labels viewable from a couple of metres to 
identify warehouse locations. 

Create and adhere to some rigid labeling policies in your warehouse and you will reduce you 
error rates. Here are a few of the policies which will help you:  

1. Require that vendors (or your staff) label every case and pallet to identify it. 

2. Scan the label to confirm that you are moving the correct product. 

3. If products are not labeled by your supplier, you need to enable the receiving team to handle 
printing on your end. This means having the correct information, and output devices so they 
can print and apply the labels as needed. 

4. Mark all storage locations. 

5. Replace damaged location tags. 

6. Make sure labels are readable when shelved. Train putaway staff to shelve with labels facing 
outward. 

7. If you remove items from cartons or change their location or quantity, print new labels with 
the updated information. 

Sure, the above ideas are all good ideas. Good ideas mean nothing if you don’t implement them. 
When it comes to labeling, you need to build good relationships with your vendors 

 

 Vendor Compliance Standards 

Before a shiny new and correctly labeled carton ever arrives at your warehouse, you need to 
collaborate with your vendors and map out a plan for efficiency and success.  

Your vendors can help or hurt you. How your vendors ship product to you strongly affects the 
fate of your receiving operation and even the profit of your company. For example, when a 
shipment arrives requiring extra handling, its receipt is slowed and you have to spend extra time 
completing the process. Your profit decreases while the chance of a receiving error increases. 
Consider these time-wasters; do your vendors ship multiple items in one box? How much extra 
time do you need to account for so that someone in receiving can open a box, sort the items, 
count and rebox them? 

Vendors’ shipping decisions can really impact your business. Consider the following examples: 

1. Has a vendor ever used the wrong freight method or carrier? Given the crazy rise in diesel 
costs since the start of 2008, the wrong freight method can find its way to your bill in the 
form of fuel surcharges 

2. Do your vendors pack multiple items in a single carton? 

3. Do they omit packing lists with their shipments? 

4. Are items incorrectly packed or marked? 

5. Has defective or damaged product ever arrived at your warehouse? 

6. Are shipment counts incorrect? 
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7. Have vendors ever missed delivery dates? 

Too many “yes” answers to these questions and you’ll find your gross margins shrinking and your 
profitability drying up.  
Sure, it takes time, effort, discipline and two-way communication to develop - and refine - a 
system with your key vendors. You are the customer and you have to set the standards and 
compliance procedures. You also should aim for a system that you can apply to all of your 
vendors.  

 

 

 

Create, adopt, publish, and enforce vendor compliance procedures internally within your 
organisation as well as with vendors.  

Decide the details (how, what, and when) and require vendors to sign off on your playbook. 
Some of the things that you may want to specify include:  

 Request that vendors label the outer carton with the PO number, product or style 
number, carton count, and bar code.  

 Request that vendors add pallet tags that be easily scanned to identify pallets, boxes or 
individual products.  

Figure out what you want and formalise it in a written document.  

Think of your compliance procedures as an End User Licensing Agreement. Every consumer 
software user has experience clicking on a button acknowledging that they have agreed to 
whatever terms of use agreement a software developer has created. Obtain written 
acknowledgement from vendors that they have read and will adhere to your compliance 
procedures. Part of your procedures should include details on the penalties and remediation 
steps should things goes awry. This includes creating and instituting a charge-back program that 
is acceptable to both you and your vendors. 

Things will go wrong so you have to document repeat problems. Is the vendor shipping you goods 
without a purchase order? Are you continually receiving defective items? When orders are 
imperfect, you need to record the invoice number, the non-conformance issue, and the 
shipment quantity.  

You should be regularly tracking your vendor’s performance or lack thereof. If they fail to follow 
the mutually agreed upon procedures, you need to track and record shortcomings. Work with 
vendors to solve problems. If they are reluctant to improve and unwilling to eliminate or 
otherwise reduce the error rate, you might just have to fire them.  

Remember, you are in business to make money; not throw away some of your gross margin 
because a vendor isn’t doing what they agreed to do.  

 

 

 

Knowing that certain vendors will be less dependable, receiving staff will be able to give their 
shipments more attention.  

Tip: As a standard of compliance, specify to the vendor how you want to receive the 
product (pallets, cartons). Make sure your Warehouse Management System (WMS) can 

accommodate various units of measure for each product. 

 

Tip: Vendor Quality Tracking. You need to make vendor quality assurance a regular 
practice. One idea is rank them on a dependability scale. 
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 Receiving Technology Options 

The technology that you ultimately install, from docking technology and material handling 
equipment, to data entry and data management systems, should be both flexible and efficient.  

For example, let us assume that you have the basic ability to scan bar codes (on pallets or in 
cartons), however, you should also have the flexibility to capture different common bar code 
conventions.  

Radio Frequency (RF) terminals and systems have evolved at a rapid pace in recent years. Prices 
have dropped sharply and a wide variety of basic as well as advanced options for scanning 
readers and transmitting stations are available.  

Label printer prices have dropped. You distribute lightweight portable printers throughout the 
warehouse so staff can print on-demand and avoid returning unnecessarily to the office.  

Material handling technology can range from basic equipment like lift trucks and pallet jacks to 
fully automated systems consisting of conveyor systems, automated guided vehicle and storage 
systems. It all depends on your operations and budget.  

You should also have a system to manage and share data.. Warehouse Management Systems have 
dropped in cost as their functionality has risen. Some of the things to look for in a WMS as far as 
receiving are the ability to:  

1. Receive against multiple purchase orders simultaneously. 

2. Receive by purchase order, by product, or without a purchase order. 

3. Assign inventory to a location for put-away. 

4. Store products in unique or multiple locations based on bin/inventory characteristics. 

5. Update inventory levels automatically upon receipt. 

6. View receipt details for single receipt or all receipts from a single vendor. 

 

 How to Implement Receiving Best Practices 

1. First, understand that your main receiving priority is to move cartons and pallets as fast as 
possible from trucks to the storage areas in your warehouse. Every stop, every move, and 
every item that your staff places in a temporary staging area requires space and time. The 
opportunity for product damage, difficulty in locating stock, and errors all rise as do your 
labor costs.  

2. Paperless tracking management and communication is the most accurate, error-free method 
of receiving of goods into your warehouse. Anything that you can scan or communicate 
electronically in the receiving operation (with as little human data entry as possible) will 
magically save the company money.  

3. A good way to reduce many bottle necks in your warehouse is to optimise the physical 
layout. Design the space to account for:  

3.1. Receiving locations designated for tracking product. 

3.2. Organized use of dock, receiving and staging spaces for put-away. 

3.3. Sufficient space when and where bottlenecks occur. 

3.4. Delivery capacity. Do you have enough bays/doors? 
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3.5. Dock door levellers. 

3.6. Availability of conveyors (if your automation system requires them). 

3.7. Availability of pallets for receipts and the material handling equipment to move them. 

4. Think about scheduling your deliveries at times when your order picking operation is quiet, 
rather than at peak periods. Discuss this option with your parcel and full truckload carriers. 
When shipments arrive, inspect them immediately. You’ll find it easier to fix problems rather 
than wait. If there is damage and the driver is still on site, you’ll have a witness from the 
delivery company or vendor. Make sure the quantities on the shipping list match the invoice. 
Also, it is a good idea to have a special area for incorrect shipments. You may not be able to 
easily read carton labels, for example, and have to revisit them when the receiving rush is 
over for the day.  

 

 

 

5. Once you’ve designed or redesigned your warehouse layout, installed the necessary hardware 
and software technology, trained your staff appropriately, and created procedures with the 
(enthusiastic) participation of your vendors, you’ll discover that effective supply chain 
management leans heavily on proper delivery scheduling. If you want to optimise your labor 
and physical resources — and reduce congestion in your delivery areas — schedule as many 
receipt deliveries as you can. Collaborate with vendors so they will send you advanced 
shipping notices (ASNs). Using ASNs will enable you to manage your shipments and potentially 
implement more sophisticated receiving and shipping operations like cross docking. 

6. To begin correcting your receiving problems, you have to identify them, their source 
(particularly if the problem is caused by one or more of your vendors), their frequency, and – 
most painfully – the amount of money they are costing you. Think of receiving inefficiency as 
a money waster where profit margins steadily pass through holes in drops and streams. To 
stop wasting money, start tracking productivity using benchmarks.  

Some of the ones you might track are:  

6.1. On-time receiving 

6.2. Vendor quality control (quantity, labelling accuracy, etc.) 

6.3. Worker productivity 

6.4. Units received (can be tracked per hour/day/week/month). 

6.5. Receipt to put-away time 

 

 

Tip: If you think there will be any confusion about receiving items, include photos in 
the paperwork so that staff can more easily recognize and identify them. 

 

Formative assessment 1 
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SECTION 2: PACKAGING AND SECURING FREIGHT 

 

Specific Outcome 2 

Assess the quality of packaging and securing of freight. 

 

Outcome Notes 

Assess the quality of packaging and securing of freight, and to take corrective actions to ensure 
the safe handling of freight. 

 

Assessment criteria 

 Demonstrate facilitating the unloading/loading of freight from/onto the designated mode 
of transport. 

 

Essential embedded knowledge 

 Optimal load limits and rates for specific transport modes.  

 The transport routes and conditions, together with the mode of transport and how these 
factors affect the status of the freight for receipt and dispatch purposes. 

 

 

2.1 Procedures In Freight Transport 
Companies always have policies and procedures in place, be it a manufacturing concern, a 
wholesaler, a road transport company or a bus transport company. 

The policies and procedures are in place to ensure that employees know what is expected of 
them, to give them guidelines on how to do their work, to minimise errors and, of course, to 
improve productivity. 

In road transport, you will find company policies and procedures for routing and scheduling of 
vehicles, as well as control systems and reporting systems. 

The distribution function of transport would include the following activities: 

 Compiling the loads 

 Routing: planning the route(s) 

 Scheduling: allocating vehicles and drivers to loads and routes 

 Dispatching 

 Liaison, monitor and control the delivery 
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 De-briefing 

 General operating rules and procedures 

 

 

a. Compiling Loads 

In order to group loads together, you have to know:  

 Which orders or loads must be processed  

 and when they will be available for delivery   

 where the goods have to go to: all the destination addresses by the area of delivery. 

Only then can you accurately and effectively compile a load: how many vehicles of which sizes 
will you use to transport the freight for each route. 

 

b. Routing 

 

 

 

When the freight is loaded into the vehicle, the last deliveries are loaded first, so that they can 
be unloaded last.  This would normally be the destination at the furthest point of the route, 
unless your company starts from the furthest point and works to the closest point. 

 

 

 

You will have to record which loads for which customers are in which vehicles and on which 
routes. 

Your routing system must include all the vehicles you are using, all the 
loads that have to be delivered, including goods that are being redelivered, 
any additional instructions pertaining to the loads and any specific 
guidelines to find the correct delivery point. 

You must also make sure that your routing minimises the distance to 
deliver each load. 

 

c. Determine The Type And Content Of The Load 

 The load 

Before deciding on what vehicle to use, the transport operator must know what he is going to 
transport. 

Tip: Routing and compiling loads go hand-in-hand, since you would compile the 
loads according to the route the vehicle will travel. 

 

Note The loads that have to be delivered first are loaded last, so that they can be 
unloaded first. 
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It is difficult to categorise types of freight due to the huge range of goods being transported, but 
certain prominent and unique features can be identified to determine what type of transport is 
required to move the load. 

To transport water you will need a tanker.  The safety features on this tanker will include a 
functional valve and baffle plates inside the tank to distribute the liquid evenly when in motion. 

To transport dangerous goods like liquid petroleum gas (LPG), you will also need a tanker.  The 
safety features on this vehicle will, over and above what applies to the water tanker, have to 
conform to more stringent standards prescribed in the relevant legislation. 

Following are some questions to ask when determining the nature of the 
load: 

 What is to be transported? 

 Is it a regular, known load? 

 Does it require special measures for securing the load? 

 Is the load perishable? 

 How fragile is the load? 

 Are dangerous goods going to be transported? 

 Will it be an abnormal load? 

 Do arrangements for assistance from the traffic authorities have to be made? 

 Is the load valuable?  (Will it be of interest to criminal elements?) 

 Will assistance with loading (forklift, crane, etc) be necessary? 

Articles in boxes are easier to handle than many loose items.  Boxes can be stacked within 
manufacturer’s specifications e.g. a maximum of five layers of four boxes each.  Where possible, 
pallets should be used when transporting boxes or other stackable items.  A forklift can now be 
used to load and offload. 

 

 The Customer 

The operator needs to know his customer.  Is the customer trustworthy?  Is the 
declaration of the content of the load credible?  It happens that transport 
operators are conned into unknowingly transporting contraband.  Remember that 
the operator is responsible for the load he moves, including the legitimacy of 
the load. 

The customer will be able to provide you with information regarding special 
needs regarding securing the load, dangerous goods, perishables, etc. 

 

d. Allocate Vehicles And Drivers 

The load has been compiled, the route has been worked out, the driver has checked the load.  
Now the name of the driver and the registration number of the vehicle must be recorded in the 
driver trip sheet.  The driver trip sheet is then attached to the delivery documentation.  This 
way, the driver gets the driver trip sheet when he gets the load. 

The person who schedules the loads and works out the routes must know  
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 the customers,  

 the products,  

 the delivery areas,  

 the vehicles and  

 the drivers 

in order to make sure that the most cost-effective and efficient method of delivery is taking 
place. 

 

 

e. Identify And Establish The Total Bulk Of The Load 

Before the actual loading process is started, the operator needs to identify and establish the 
total bulk of the load.  At this stage he has determined the type and content of the load and 
provided the appropriate vehicle for the job. 

A load may consist of several different consignments to different destinations.  It might also be 
necessary to load different consignments at different locations. 

In a case like this it is crucial that all documentation (waybills, delivery notes, etc.) is in order 
and accurate and that the driver knows exactly what he needs to load where. 

If the load is picked up at one location e.g. a distribution centre for a large supermarket chain, 
the total bulk of the load has to be secured in a loading bay away from other goods and checked 
there before loading.  Once the loading process is completed and all documentation has been 
signed off, the load must be locked before the loading bay is opened, after which the vehicle 
leaves immediately. 

At no stage should anyone not directly involved in the loading process, be allowed access to any 
part of the load.  Beware of unknown persons wanting to help load or unload the vehicle.  If you 
have to make use of casual labour to help with loading, follow the company procedures in this 
regard. 

 

f. Packing units 

Freight may be packaged in a variety of different ways in the warehouse: 

 Cartons that can be stacked in shelving 

 Pallets that can be placed in racking 
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 Single items that can be placed on individual racks 

 Loose items that can be stored in separate bins 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note Packing units are the number of units packed in a box, on a pallet, etc. 
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g. Packaging 

Goods could be packed in: 

 bottles 

 cans 

 boxes 

 bags 

 drums, etc. 

Packaging has several objectives 

 Physical protection - The goods enclosed in the package may require protection from, 
among other things, shock, vibration, temperature, etc. 

 Barrier protection - A barrier from oxygen, water vapour, dust, etc. is often required.  

 Containment or agglomeration - Small items are typically grouped together in one 
package for reasons of efficiency. 

 Information transmission - Packages and labels communicate how to use, transport, 
recycle, or dispose of the package or product.  

 Marketing - The packaging and labels can be used by the marketing department to 
encourage potential buyers to purchase the product. 

 Security - Packaging can play an important role in reducing the security risks of 
shipment. Packages can be made with improved tamper-resistance to deter tampering 
and also can have tamper-evident features to help indicate tampering. Packages can be 
engineered to help reduce the risks of package pilferage: Some package constructions 
are more resistant to pilferage and some have pilfer indicating seals.. 

 Convenience - Packages can have features which add convenience in distribution, 
handling, stacking, display, sale, opening, reclosing, use, and reuse. 

 Portion control - Single serving packaging has a precise amount of contents to control 
usage. Bulk commodities (such as salt) can be divided into packages that are a more 
suitable size for individual households. It also aids the control of inventory: selling sealed 
one-liter-bottles of milk, rather than having people bring their own bottles to fill 
themselves. 

 

h. Labelling and packaging of goods 

The way in which you package and label your consignments should be an integral part of your 
business' transportation and environmental systems. 

For packing, consider the following: 

 check the destination country for specific regulations you must comply with 

 choose the most appropriate packing materials 

 try to consolidate smaller packages into one larger consignment to provide better 
protection and reduce your shipping costs 
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 consider how your consignments will be stowed, eg other consignments may be stacked 
on top of yours 

 make sure you have adequate insurance in place while your goods are being packed 

 secure your goods within the outer packaging by using a filling material 

There are several different types of packing material that you might choose to use, depending 
on your transport requirements.  

 

 Wrapping 

This is often used to secure loose packages to a pallet. It can also 
be used to protect your consignments from environmental factors. 

 

 Cartons, fibreboards and triwalls 

Lightweight cartons may be suitable for short distances. The 
sturdier triwall carton is better suited for sea voyages as it can 
protect against adverse environmental conditions. 

 

 Crates and cases 

Crates tend to have a much more sturdy outer skin and can be 
stacked without buckling. They can also be handled by forklift, sling 
or grab. 

 

 Wooden packaging and pallets 

Certain countries require wood packaging and pallets to be stamped with an approved mark 
which provides phytosanitary certification that the wood has been properly treated and is 
compliant with the International Standard for Phytosanitary Measures No. 15 (ISPM 15).  

ISPM 15 covers wood packaging material such as crates, boxes, packing cases, 
dunnage, pallets, cable drums and spools/reels, which can be present in almost 
any imported consignment, including consignments that would not normally be 
subject to phytosanitary inspection. 

Pallets facilitate the handling of consignments. They are usually made from 
wood, although for airfreight, aluminium is used. 

 

 Containers 

Containers can be used for almost any kind of goods and tend to be used for multi-modal 
transport, so will be moved a number of times. 
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 Labels 

Your packages must also be properly labelled. Each consignment, no matter which type of 
transport method is used, must have the correct shipping marks and numbers in accordance with 
the International Standards Organization's ISO R/780 standard.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

i. Select The Appropriate Method Of Loading 

Other than prescribed company procedures for the handling and security of freight, several 
factors may influence the decision as to what method of loading will be most effective: 

 Access to the load – determine whether the load is accessible.  All pick up points aren’t 
accessible to all vehicles. 

 Type of load – boxed goods can be loaded with the aid of conveyor belts or rollers.  
Stacks on pallets are easily loaded using a forklift. 

 Mass of the load – if very heavy articles are loaded it might be necessary to use a crane.  
In this case it is very important that the load is distributed evenly across the loading area 
of the vehicle.  An unbalanced load will cause the vehicle to become unstable when in 
motion. 

 The order of delivery – if there is more than one delivery destination the principle of 
FILO (First In Last Out) should apply, but it is sometimes necessary to split consignments 
due to their size or type of item.  Foodstuffs and household detergents may be 
transported in the same hold but must be loaded separately to minimise the risk of 
accidental contamination of the foodstuffs. 

Once again, special care should be taken to keep unwanted elements away from the load. 
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j. Load By Despatch 

Once you have compiled your loads and done the routing, the driver must check and verify the 
loads, the routes and the delivery addresses. 

If your organisation pre-loads freight, you can use seals to make sure that the load is not 
tampered with. 

 

k. Confirm Receipt Of The Full Load 

During the actual loading process each item loaded must be checked against the waybill to 
ensure that everything listed on the waybill gets loaded.  If possible, the vehicle must be locked 
inside the loading bay while loading is in process.  This will deny access to anyone not involved 
in the loading process and prevent anyone involved in loading from removing any item from the 
loading area. 

Note any damage or shortages on the waybill and make sure that the despatch clerk 
acknowledges any discrepancies by signing next to the note. 

Once the loading process is complete, the load can now be sealed or covered.  In the case of 
transporting containers, these are normally already sealed at their point of departure.  Make 
sure that all documentation is processed and signed off according to procedure. 

In some cases, as with large hypermarkets, delivery vehicles may not convey any other goods 
than their products on their premises.  No vehicle will be allowed to enter their receiving bay 
unless it carries only that store’s consignment.  Likewise, no vehicle will be allowed entry to the 
despatch area unless it is empty. 

These measures ensure that nothing extra is loaded and hidden between goods already on the 
vehicle.  On the receiving side the receiving clerk is sure everything is unloaded, as the vehicle 
had only his consignment on board when it arrived. 

When other goods have already been loaded at another location, the new consignment should be 
checked for accuracy before anything is loaded.  The vehicle must also remain locked or the 
load covered while the new consignment is checked.  Loading should only proceed after the 
driver has confirmed receipt of the consignment. 
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l. Securing The Load Before Departure 

Packing up your cargo is only half the adventure when it comes to transporting your belongings. 
You will find that tying down the cargo is an intricate battle in itself. If you do not take care 
when it comes to securing your cargo, you may lose everything in the blink of an eye. 
Fortunately, securing down your cargo is a relatively simple process if you take the time to do it 
correctly. You may need a few assistants to complete the process, though.  

 

Elastic tie downs     Lashing straps 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ratcheting tie down     Winch strap 
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The following pictures show tie down methods: 
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After the loading process has been completed, the 
driver and crew have to ensure that the load is secure 
before departing. 

Check all lashing points and tie down equipment.  If 
frozen goods or perishables are transported, check 
that the refrigeration unit is switched on and working.  
Do routine pre trip inspections e.g. tyres, oil & water, 
lights, etc. 

All drivers are required to have a basic mechanical 
knowledge to handle minor incidents that might occur 
during the trip. 

When the driver fills up with fuel he must never give 
the key to the fuel attendant to put fuel into the 
vehicle while he sits in the cab, or even worse, goes 
to the shop, leaving the vehicle unattended.  This creates an opportunity for the attendant or 
someone else to gain access to the load. 

When transporting items of great value, it is advisable to withhold information regarding the 
type of load, route and destination from the driver and crew until shortly before departure.  
This minimises the risk of information about the load leaking to potential robbers or hijackers. 

If the vehicle has to stand for some time after being loaded, it must be parked in a secure 
parking area, protected by security fencing, preferably electrified, with minimal access and exit 
points. 

Where possible, vehicles should depart on the trip immediately after loading.  A loaded 
stationary vehicle is an easy target for criminals. 

 

 

m. Dispatch 

All transport companies should have a formal procedure according to which the dispatching of 
goods is done.  The following steps should be included: 

 Check the fuel of the vehicles: this can be done by the driver 
 Once a day the vehicle should undergo a daily check: this can be done by the driver, 

under the supervision of the supervisor 
 All the documents that relate to the load must be in place 

and correct: one person compiles the documents and 
checks that they are correct and the driver also checks 
the documents against the load 

 The driver report and an accident report must also be in 
the vehicle 

 A delivery or collection instruction sheet must be 
available and the driver and crew must confirm that they 
understand what is required of them; the specific routing 
instructions must be understood and any special reporting 
instructions must be understood 

 Tachographs must be in place (or OBC must be in order) 
 The crew must be properly dressed 
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 If classified or dangerous goods are being transported, the required additional security 
checks must be completed by the driver 

 The above procedures are the responsibility of: 

 The person responsible for scheduling and routing, 
 The supervisor of the section 
 The driver and even the crew of the vehicle. 

This is a team effort and each member of the team should take responsibility for the entire 
procedure or certain parts of the procedure. 

 

n. Monitor And Control, Liaise 

There should be a policy in place to ensure that drivers and crew are being monitored and 
everyone should be aware of the policy.  The manager, supervisor or customer liaison officer 
should pay regular, unscheduled visits to customers to ensure that driver and crew are 
professional, on time and friendly.  In this way, the organisation can also ensure that company 
rules are not being broken by lifts for strangers, deviations from the route, unscheduled stops, 
etc.  

At the same time customer satisfaction with the product, delivery and general service levels of 
the organisation can also be controlled. 

 

o. The Full Load Is Confirmed And Received 

If the driver follows the predetermined route and he has no problems along the way, 
he should eventually reach his destination with the load intact.  Drivers should adhere 

to schedules and limit stops to the time allotted.  If a vehicle is expected at a 
destination at a certain time and it does not arrive within a reasonable time after that, it 

will alert management that it might have experienced problems along the way. 

On the other hand, if nobody knows when to expect the vehicle and the vehicle does experience 
problems on the way, nobody will suspect anything is wrong if the vehicle does not arrive at the 
destination at a certain time. 

Being on time also helps a lot to promote customer relations. 

Upon arrival, the load must be opened, offloaded and confirmed that the full load has reached 
its destination safely. 

 

 Offloading 

Offloading should be done with great care.  Remember that the 
load is the responsibility of the driver until it has been 
confirmed on signed for by the recipient.   

Depending on the load, it might be necessary to adapt the vehicle to meet special demands.  
This may include the fitting of a crane, lifting platform, winch, etc.  Such aids can make your 
life a lot easier when loading or offloading. 
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p. Documentation 

After offloading the load must be checked to confirm that it was delivered and received in good 
order.  Once again, note any shortages or damage on the waybill. 

For insurance and payment purposes it is very important that all documentation should be 
completed accurately and in full.  A small mistake here can cause delay in payment by the 
customer or non-payment by the insurance. 

 

q. Debriefing 

When the vehicles return after all the loads have been delivered, a debriefing should be held to 
ensure that: 

 All the drivers reports have been properly and correctly completed 

 OBC is downloaded or the tachograph charts are completed 

 All the documents pertaining to the load have been completed and handed in 

 Any returns must be checked, explained, signed and unloaded from the vehicle 

 Any service problems must be reported 

 Instructions for the following period must be received and understood by all parties 

If the supervisor is not present when the vehicles return, the procedures should be followed 
immediately when the supervisor returns or as soon as possible after the end of the shift. 

 

 

 

r. Incident reporting 

Reporting of incidents must be done according to legislation as well as company policy and 
procedures. 

s. Administrative Responsibilities 

Whatever your position in the organisation, you will always have 
certain administrative responsibilities that must be complied with. 

If we look at transporting freight, the following documentation is an 
example of the paperwork that has to be completed: 

 A driver’s trip sheet 

 Invoices or delivery notes for the different loads that have 
to be delivered at the various customers 

 Vehicle cost summary 

 Vehicle report 

 Service reports 

 Accident report forms 

Goods that have been returned must be dealt with immediately. 
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 Tachograph or OBC reports 

Some of these forms will be issued in more than three copies: one that remains with the 
supervisor, one that is left at the customer and one that is returned by the driver with his other 
documents for the day. 

It could be required of both the driver and the supervisor to sign the documents that pertain to 
the load of the vehicle to confirm that both have checked the load.  These documents can 
include: 

 The trip sheet 

 Invoices or delivery notes 

 Credit notes for goods that were returned 

Paperwork should be completed the same day and handed to the supervisor.  This is important, 
since the rest of the organisation needs the information in the reports, invoices and other 
documentation in order to do their work properly. 

The supervisor has to report regularly about the use of vehicles, the cost of vehicles, the number 
of deliveries, the mass of the deliveries, if the deliveries were made on time, etc. 

Finance has to know which goods were delivered and returned so that their statements to 
customers are correct. 

Incidents and accidents have to be reported immediately so that further steps such as damage 
control can take place. 

This means that at the end of each day, or very early the next morning, you have to complete 
your paperwork and report to your supervisor with your paperwork and reports.  This is usually 
done during the debriefing session. 

 

t. General Policies And Procedures 

In most organisations, the above policies and procedures will have been published in the 
operations manual.  All employees must make sure that they understand  exactly what is 
required of them.  

All the team members must, furthermore, ensure that: 

 The policies and procedures are followed at all times 

 That no vehicle leaves the premises without the following: 

 Proper instructions 

 Tachographs /OBC 

 A driver’s report form 

 And accident/incident report forms 

 The correct documentation 

Then, the movements of all vehicles must be controlled using the same procedures as they apply 
for the specific loads and for all duties. 

The overall vehicle costs must be controlled by analysing every kilometre that the vehicle 
travels and every hour of truck time must be recorded every day without fail. 
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2.2 Managing Transport of Freight 
 

a. Principles Of Transportation Management 

 Economy of scale 

The transport cost per unit of weight becomes less (decreases) when the size of the shipment 
increases.  When you can transport truckload shipments (TL) every time, the cost per product 
unit becomes less.   With less-than-truckload shipments (LTL), where a portion of the vehicle is 
not used the transport cost per product unit will increase. 

Fixed expenses associated with moving a load can be spread over the entire weight of the load, 
so a heavier load allows the costs to be spread out and thereby decreasing the costs per unit of 
weight.  Fixed expenses include the administrative costs involved in transporting freight, such as 
taking the order, loading and unloading the vehicle and the cost of equipment.   

These costs are called fixed costs because they do not vary with the volume of the shipment – it 
costs as much to administer a shipment of R1 as it does to administer a shipment of R1000. 

 

 Economy of distance 

Transportation cost per unit of distance decreases as distance increases.  

What this means is that it will cost less for one shipment of 800km than it will cost for two 
shipments of 400km each.  This is because longer distances allow the fixed expenses to be 
spread over more kilometres and this results in a lower overall per mile charge for the delivery. 

There is a gap between the producer and the consumer because of the physical distance 
between them.  Transport bridges this gap.  

When considering expenses, the physical distance is not always the most important factor, the 
cost of the transport is more important.  You therefore have to distinguish between physical 
distance and economic distance.  When a vehicle is travelling on a flat road, the physical and 
economical distance could be the same or very close to each other.  When a vehicle is travelling 
on rough or hilly roads, the economic distance will be higher than the physical distance so the 
costs of delivery will increase.   

 

b. Freight Transport Management Activities 

Transport management includes certain specific actions:  

 Select the best transportation mode: road, air, water, pipeline 

 Maintain rate files in order to keep up to date with the rates of transportation and which 
transportation modes are available 

 Selecting transport carriers or combinations of carriers by considering their financial 
condition, their overall reputation, rates charged by them and level of service delivered 
by them 

 Consolidating and pooling orders 
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 Routing and tracing 

 Auditing freight bills 

 Completing documentation and arranging payment to carriers 

 Negotiating with carriers regarding rates and classifications of commodities 

 Administering inbound freight 

 Prepare loss and damage claims 

 Interact and liaise with other departments such as accounting, manufacturing, 
purchasing, marketing, sales, warehousing and even the legal department 

 Interact and liaise with customers regarding deliveries 

When you have to make a decision about transporting goods, the following considerations and 
company requirements have to be taken into account: 

 What does the customer want and what is your company policy about the demands of the 
customer?   

 When you decide on the appropriate mode of transport, consider the advantages and 
disadvantages as indicated by the modal characteristics, e.g. how important is speed, 
what about the cost, etc. 

 

c. Maintenance of vehicles 

Vehicles and equipment must be maintained, otherwise they will sooner or later cease to 
function.  

There are basically two different approaches to maintenance. These are necessary 
maintenance or ‘Breakdown Maintenance’ and ‘Preventive Maintenance’.  Both types of 
maintenance could either be done in-house or be contracted out to a third party, and/or a 
combination of thereof.   

 

d. Operating Conditions 

The conditions under which the transport operates also varies: 

 Road conditions: new or well-maintained tar roads, sub-standard roads, medium 
maintained gravel roads, poor gravel roads 

 Gradients 

 Operating pattern 

 Operating on straight roads, with normal curves and a few tight curves 

 Operating mainly tight curves, i.e. inner urban operations which require a lot of 
manoeuvring 

 Operating long distance, with only a few stops 

 Operating short or medium distances, with many stop-start situations 
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e. Standards For A Professional Driver 

 Operational Performance Standards 

There are 13 operational performance standards that drivers can be measured against.  

1. No violations on tachograph check or administration 

2. Sympathetic driving to gain fuel efficiencies 

3. Delivery documentation faultless 

4. Delivery instructions followed accurately 

5. Fueling process completed accurately 

6. Vehicle loaded correctly 

7. Schedule completed 

8. Attendance and time keeping 

9. Flexed time starts to suit needs of the business 

10. Drivers any vehicle as trained 

11. Driver is a role model for productivity 

12. Delivery procedures 

13. Defect reported on customer’s installation from site 

 

 Safety Performance Standards 

There are 7 safety performance standards that drivers can be measured against. They are: 

1. Defensive driving technique in evidence 

2. No complaints from other road users 

3. No moving violations, no insurance risk for car license 

4. Excellent accident record (Road / Site / Equipment) 

5. Delivery procedures 

6. PPE available, in good condition and used 

7. Pre-Inspection check always completed accurately 

 

 Customer Service Performance Standards 

There are 5 customer service performance standards that drivers can be measured against. 
These are: 

1. Customer focus 

2. Ensure any delivery queries are cleared prior to leaving clients site 

3. Regular positive communication with the scheduling center 

4. Telephone ahead prior to delivery as required 
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5. Customer contacted where problems arise 

 

 Behavioral Performance Standards 

There are 7 behavioral performance standards that drivers can be measured against. They are: 

1. Compiles to Companies and legislative rules and requirements 

2. Controls and communicates holidays / vacations and own hours 

3. Always wears a full smart uniform 

4. Vehicle always kept clean 

5. Courteous and polite at all times 

6. Constructive approach to problem solving 

7. Helps others where possible 

Performance of drivers will be measured on an ongoing basis. 

 

f. Driver Requirements 

License requirements:  a person will be issued with a driving licence after a s/he has been 
tested by an examiner for driving licences for a particular class of vehicle.  Previously, licence 
codes ranged from Code 5 through to Code 14. The new codes are: 

 EB - Light Motor Vehicle 

 C1 – Heavy Motor Vehicle 

 EC – Articulated Vehicle 

 EC1 – Extra Heavy Vehicle   

Professional Driving Permit:  Section 32 of the National Road Traffic Act, 1996  (Act No. 93 of 
1996), specifies that the drivers of certain categories of vehicles must have a professional 
driving permit.  

 The purpose of the professional driving permit is to set higher standards and also to 
make that additional requirements regarding the medical condition and previous 
convictions of a person are met. The permit is valid for a period of 24 months. 

 The professional driving permit relates to the type of vehicle and not what the vehicle is 
used for. This means that the driver of a passenger vehicle must have a professional 
driving permit, whether he is transporting passengers or not.  

 According to Regulation 115-sub regulation (1) outlines the driver of the following  
categories of vehicles must hold a professional driving permit:  a breakdown vehicle, a 
bus, a minibus, a motor vehicle used for the conveyance of persons for reward, a motor 
vehicle conveying 12 or more persons including the driver 
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2.3 The load 

a. Vehicle Stability 

A combination vehicle consists of a drawing vehicle (Truck tractor or rigid vehicle) and trailer/s 
either a drawbar or semi-trailer. 

In this section we will explain how the interaction of the following aspects impact on the 
stability of the vehicle: 

 Mass of individual vehicle. 

 Speed of the vehicle. 

 Direction of travel. 

 Road surface. 

 Load distribution 

 

b. Rollover – Why Does It Happen? 

A modern road tanker is designed to be safe. Supervision, tyres, brakes – the whole rig is 
covered by strict legal and industry requirements. 

Why do rollover happen? 

The answer lies in a simple law of physics. Every time you turn a corner you generate a sideways 
force. It only takes around ten pounds of effort from you, the driver, to turn the steering wheel. 
But that can generate more than fifteen tones of cornering force. A force more than ten times 
the weight of an average saloon cat, trying to pull you sideways, to lift your wheels, to roll over. 

The tighter the corner, the greater the force. The size of the force also depends on speed. Even 
a small increase in speed and push the cornering force to danger level. It’s a simple equation, 
the tighter the corner and the tighter the speed, the greater the danger. 

Rollovers happens when a tanker is driven round a corner too fast. To lift a tanker’s wheels from 
the road surface and roll it over requires a massive force. But it’s a force that can be tamed and 
controlled, by you, the driver. 

 

 

c. Centre Of Gravity And Forces 

Centre of gravity is the balancing point of any object. As soon as the object starts to move there 
are forces that influence the centre of gravity. When a vehicle is loaded the centre of gravity 
could change, depending where on the vehicle you place the load. 

When a vehicle is stationary the centre of gravity is stationary. (Stable) 

 

Note  “You may be a good driver, but you can’t change the law of physics 
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When the vehicle accelerates the centre of gravity moves backwards. (Stable) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When the vehicle stops the centre of gravity moves forward. (Stable) 
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When a vehicle corners the vehicle and goods transported comes under centrifugal forces that 
throws the vehicle sideways. Centrifugal forces depends on the weight of the goods, the speed 
and the radius of the curve it follows. (Unstable) 

 

 

It is of utmost importance that the load should be restrained from moving. This would include 
backwards, forward, up or down. Remember the vehicle and the load has their own center of 
gravity. When the load is on the vehicle it has a combined center of gravity. If the load moves 
during transport it would cause the vehicle to become unstable and difficult to handle.  

Remember for each additional trailer or load added to the drawing vehicle there is an added 
center of gravity that has to be pulled in a certain direction. All of these have an impact on the 
stability of the vehicle. 

 

Tankers are designed with baffle plates to minimise the effect of the liquid movement. 
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d. Product Movement 

Some people believe product movement is a crucial factor in causing rollovers. They are wrong. 
Product movement does not cause rollovers. With half-full or empty tanks your vehicle’s center 
of gravity is closer to the ground. Its stability is increased. With a full load, the center of gravity 
rises. 

But whatever the load, full, half-full of empty, your tanker is designed to be safe. The fore-aft 
product movement you can feel during and immediately after hard braking – caused by the 
action of the product on the bulkheads and divisions or baffles – has no significant effect on 
stability. 

The simple fact remains – rollover happens when a tanker is driven around a corner too fast. 
Only at the very limit, when excess speed has taken the tanker to the point of rollover, can 
product movement have a contributing effect. Product movement is incidental. The cause of 
rollover lays in that simple equation – the tighter the corner, the higher the speed, and the 
greater the danger. 

 

 

 

 The Product As An Example 

When the vehicle breaks the liquid moves forward (Center of gravity also moves forward). This 
effect is called “surge”. 

 

 

When the vehicle moves off again the liquid moves backwards (Centre of gravity moves 
backwards). 
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Cornering with liquid tankers is extremely dangerous, especially when the ‘Ullage’ (‘The amount 
by which a container falls short of being full’ – Paperback Oxford Dictionary) level is not correct. 
The pictures below illustrate what happens. 

 Apply The Following 

 Take corners at low speeds 

 The tighter the corner and the higher the speed the grater the danger. 

 In any corner, the margin between a safe and a dangerous speed is small. 

 Just a bit faster can put you into danger. 

 Product movement does not cause rollovers. 

 No two traffic circles are the same. 

 Corners and bend vary greatly. 

 Other people can create unexpected dangerous situations.  

 Anticipation and concentration are crucial skills. 

 Observe what is happening and plan what could happen. 

 

e. Load Distribution 

The way in which we load a vehicle may affect the way the vehicle handles. Placing the load too 
far forward or backward could influence the steering capabilities of the vehicle. 

If the load is placed too much to one side, the wheels do not share the weight equally and the 
vehicle will not travel round corners easily. This is due to the center of gravity that is too close 

1 

2 

3 

4 

1 

3 

4 

2 
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to the side of the vehicle. It is therefore important that the driver supervises the loading of the 
load and ensures that it is loaded correctly.  

The stability of the vehicle is also affected by the height of the load. A load with a high centre 
of mass (gravity) should be carried on a vehicle with a low platform height (e.g. drop frame 
trailer or low-bed loader). The higher the load, the easier the vehicle can turn over. The center 
of gravity for that vehicle changes as the load gets higher, and this will affect the handling of 
the vehicle. The driver should try to ensure that the load is placed as low and as evenly spread 
as possible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The load must be positioned on a vehicle in such a manner that the vehicle maintains adequate 
stability and steering and braking performance, and that the tyres and axles are not overloaded. 

The load shall be positioned so that its centre of mass is as near as possible to the longitudinal 
centre line of the vehicle. 

To maintain safe steering performance, the ground weight of the steer axle of a truck or prime 
mover should be at least 20% of the total ground weight of the truck or prime mover over its 
axles. To maintain vehicle stability, the ground weight of the rear axle(s) of a truck or prime 
mover should be at least 40% of the vehicle’s total ground weight over all its axles. 

Vehicles carrying loads with a high centre of mass and ‘live’ loads are more likely to overturn on 
corners, especially if the camber (side slope) of the road is not good. 

Live loads carried water tanks, dangerous goods, motor vehicles, and other mobile equipment. 

High wind velocities, which occur on high bridges, in valleys and between high buildings, can 
impose forces on vehicles, which can significantly reduce their stability. 

Loads which are relatively lightweight with large surfaces (especially vertical surfaces), should 
not be carried in areas of high wind. Braking performance is affected by the load’s mass and 
distribution. 

Axles, which are lightly loaded, are prone to wheels locking up, causing skidding, which reduces 
braking efficiency and directional stability. The Driver should travel slower during cornering and 
on rough roads, where increasing speed increases forces, which could cause the load to shift. 

 

g. Maximum weight limits 

Motor vehicles including trucks and light commercial vehicles are designed with a specific 
maximum carrying capacity. This is usually found on the doors of the vehicle. Drivers must 
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ensure that they do not exceed the carrying capacity of the vehicle as this will impact on the 
safety of the vehicle.  

Carrying capacity includes the  

 weight of the driver,  

 passengers,  

 tools/equipment  

 freight 

 and the vehicle body.  

 

This can be checked by weighing the fully loaded vehicle and ensuring that the total weight does 
not exceed the Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM).  

An improperly loaded vehicle is a safety hazard. Drivers are responsible for ensuring that their 
load:  

 • is carried in a cargo area and not carried on a vehicle seat  

 • does not exceed the legal payload of the vehicle or trailer  

 • is positioned in a manner that does not affect the vehicle’s balance or stability, 
thereby reducing its steering and braking performance  

 • is properly restrained so that it does not move under all driving conditions, including 
emergency braking  

 • does not become dislodged and fall from the vehicle or trailer  

 

 

 

Gross Vehicle Weight Rating (GVWR) is the maximum legal weight for a vehicle. GVWR is 
most important for trucks carrying cargo. The gross vehicle weight includes the empty weight of 
the truck, driver and passengers, fuel and cargo. When a truck goes through the scales on the 
highway and the weight exceeds the GVWR, the driver will be fined and forced to remove cargo. 

Gross Vehicle Weight is what a vehicle weighs at any given time. If you drove onto a scale you 
would see your present Gross Vehicle Weight. It can change depending on what you have in the 
vehicle (gas, passengers, cargo) and the tongue weight (the weight the tongue of a trailer places 
on your hitch) of any trailer you may be towing.  

Curb Weight is what a vehicle weighs when empty. 

Safety is the driving force behind the GVWR for any vehicle. If a vehicle is overloaded, a number 
of problems can result.  

For example, if the vehicle is too heavy, the brakes may not be substantial enough to slow down 
or stop the vehicle effectively; the suspension components can become ineffective or possibly 
even break under the added strain and tires that are overloaded generate more heat, making 
them more likely to blow out. For safety's sake, the GVW should never surpass the GVWR. 

If you're curious about your own,  

Note:  Carrying capacity is also called the GVWR 
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The vehicle's gross vehicle weight rating can typically be found on a label inside the vehicle's 
door frame, often in the area where the driver's door latches. 

 

THE FOLLOWING PHOTOS SHOW INSTANCES OF OVERLOADING AND INCORRECT LOADING THAT ACTUALLY 

TOOK PLACE IN SA. 
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h. Legislation 

The Road Traffic Act, 1996 (Act No. 93 of 1996), and the Road Traffic Regulations made in terms 
of this Act determine the maximum mass limits of vehicles used on public roads. The Act also 
determines the powers of traffic officers regarding the enforcement of the mass limits. These 
mass restrictions and powers are discussed in this section. 
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i. Licences 

The figure below shows the different licence codes needed for the different vehicles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Formative assessment 2 
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SECTION 3: RECEIVE PACKAGES 
 

Specific Outcome 3 

Determine the correct type and quantity of packages/units are received, dispatched or moved.  

 

Outcome Notes  

Determine the correct type and quantity of packages/units are received, dispatched or 
internally moved in accordance with authorised documentation. Discrepancies must be dealt 
with in accordance with company policies and procedures and customer requirements. 

 

Assessment criteria 

 Identify the most appropriate course of action in relation to:  

 The receipt of hazardous/dangerous freight taking cognisance of statutory 
requirements (e.g. flammability, size, weight);  

 The storage requirements for specific freight and explain the characteristics of 
such freight in relation to the storage requirements;  

 Demonstrate completion of all documentation associated with receipt and dispatch in 
accordance with regulations and company procedures. 

 Evaluate your performance and identify strengths and weaknesses and areas for 
improvement in the area of receipt and dispatch procedures. 

 

Essential embedded knowledge 

 Generate and consider options and possibilities for:  

 The accurate and timeous receipt of freight internally dispatched/moved in 
accordance with authorised documentation.  

 

3.1 Receiving 
The receiving process was discussed in detail in section 1.  In summary, we quote from receiving 
procedures as required by a specific supplier, called Suburban Surgical Company (SCSI in short).  
They supply hospitals and clinics with medical supplies. 

HTTP://WWW.SUBURBANSURGICAL.COM/HOSPITAL/POLICIES/FREIGHT.ASP 

 

 

http://www.suburbansurgical.com/hospital/policies/freight.asp
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a. Freight & Handling 

SSCI uses 2 types of Services for Shipping Domestic Orders 

SSCI will use the most economical of one of the two types of Services as described below to ship 
your products. 

 

 Merchandise Packing 

SSCI packages all products in cartons, crates or pallets to protect them from damage caused by 
shipping. All packing materials used conform to National Trucking standards and regulations. 

 

 Small Merchandise Shipped via Parcel Delivery Service 

For smaller products and a single product under 70 pounds (31.75Kg) SSCI ships via Parcel 
Delivery Service. Delivery Services carry these products directly into your facility. Follow SSCI’s 
Freight Receiving Procedures. 

 

 Larger Merchandise Shipped via Motor Freight 

For larger products SSCI ships via motor freight, SSCI will request that the delivering carrier call 
you to arrange delivery of the products. This service allows you, the customer, to schedule 
adequate time and at least 2 people, and more for larger orders to receive the products and 
follow SSCI’s Freight Receiving Procedures. This will eliminate a re-delivery charge by the 
delivering carrier if they come unannounced. 

The products you are to receive can be large, bulky and heavy. Safe unloading of the truck and 
handling of these products are your responsibility. 

Unless you have requested ‘Inside Delivery’ at time of ordering products, any damage that 
occurs during the unloading and receiving of products, the loss will be to you. The Delivering 
Carrier’s Representative will note any mishandling of products by the customer. 

 

 3 Types of Delivering Carrier Services: 

For products shipped via Motor Freight 

 Tail Gate Delivery - Standard, no extra charge: 

o This means that the Delivering Carrier’s Representative is responsible for moving 
the products to the back of the truck. From this point, it is your responsibility to 
remove the products from the truck and move it into the building or designated 
area, and follow SSCI’s Freight Receiving Procedures. 

 Lift Gate Delivery - Requested by Customer at time of Order, extra charge: 

This means that the Delivering Carrier’s Representative is responsible for moving the 
products to the lift gate and lowering it to ground level. From this point, it is your 
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responsibility to remove the products from the lift gate and move it into the building or 
designated area and follow SSCI’s Freight Receiving Procedures. 

 Inside Delivery - Requested by Customer at time of Order, extra charge: 

This means that the Delivering Carrier’s Representative is responsible for moving the 
products into your facility or designated area. From this point, it is your responsibility to 
follow SSCI’s Freight Receiving Procedures. 

 

b. Receiving 

SSCI provides these instructions for receiving Motor Freight Shipments of products, to better 
serve our customers. 

If you personally are not going to supervise the receiving of your products shipments, make sure 
these procedures are given to and understood by the individual or the department responsible 
for receiving your freight. 

Recommended freight receiving process merchandise inspected immediately in the presence of 
the delivering carrier’s representative 

 Count and open all cartons to inspect the products in the presence of the delivering 
carrier’s representative. 

 Shortages: SSCI numbers each carton of a shipment. If products are received with 
shortages, note which carton number(s) are missing on the delivery receipt and only sign 
for the number of pieces received. Immediately notify SSCI Customer Service via phone 
to inform us of the carton numbers missing. 

 Damaged Merchandise: Note the number(s) of the carton with damaged products on the 
delivery receipt and refuse delivery of damaged products. Only receive and sign for 
products received. Immediately notify SSCI Customer Service via phone to inform us of 
the carton numbers of the damaged products. 

If these procedures are followed and processed by our customer, SSCI’s Customer Service 
Department can and will assist our customer with processing the freight claim for proper 
reimbursement to our customer. 

 

c. Alternate freight receiving process 

Delivering Carrier’s Representative will not wait to Inspect all Merchandise 

 Count all cartons and open visibly-damaged cartons to inspect the products in the 
presence of the delivering carrier’s representative 

 Shortages: SSCI numbers each carton of a shipment. If products are received with 
shortages, note which carton number(s) are missing and write the number of pieces 
received on the delivery receipt. Immediately notify SSCI Customer Service via phone to 
inform us of the carton numbers missing. 

 Damaged Merchandise: Note the number(s) of the carton with damaged products on the 
delivery receipt and refuse delivery of damaged products. Only receive and sign for 
products received and write on the delivery receipt, ‘Received Merchandise; Subject to 
Concealed Damages; Driver would not wait for inspection of all products’. Immediately 
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notify SSCI Customer Service via phone to inform us of the carton numbers of the 
damaged products. 

 Within 2 days of delivery all additional claims, if any, must be filed with the delivering 
carrier to be considered for customer reimbursement. Open the remaining cartons in the 
area in which the products were received and inspect for concealed damage. If there is 
any additional concealed damage, do not use the item and save its carton, packing 
materials, and do not move the damaged products from the receiving area. 

 File a phone claim with the delivering carrier and follow up with a written letter. 
Forward a copy of the letter to SSCI and retain a copy for your records. 

 When the Inspector arrives to inspect the damaged products, allow the inspector to 
inspect all of the damaged products and packing materials. Show the inspector your copy 
of the delivery receipt. Read the inspection report carefully. If you do not agree with 
the report, do not sign it. If the the report calls for the repair of products and you do 
not agree, do not sign the report. You can only receive new, replacement products if the 
inspector writes ‘Replace’ on the report. 

After these procedures are followed and processed by our customer, SSCI’s Customer Service 
Department can and will assist our customer with processing the freight claim. These claims do 
not always result in full reimbursement to our customers. 

 

3.2 What Does A Shipper / Receiver Do? 
Before discussing how to handle hazardous cargo, we will briefly discuss what a receiver does as 
well as the health and safety hazards that could be encountered. 

Shippers and receivers send, accept and record the movement of parts, supplies, materials, 
equipment and stock to and from an establishment. They are employed by retail and wholesale 
establishments, manufacturing companies, and other commercial or industrial establishments. 

Shippers and receivers perform some or all of the following duties: 

 Determine method of shipment and prepare bills, invoices and other shipping documents. 

 Assemble containers and crates, pack goods to be shipped and prepare identifying 
information and shipping instructions. 

 Oversee loading and unloading of goods from trucks, etc. 

 Inspect and verify incoming goods against invoices or other documents, record shortages 
and reject damaged goods. 

 Unpack and route goods to appropriate storage areas. 

 Maintain internal record-keeping systems. 

 May operate forklift, hand truck or other equipment to load, unload, transport and store 
goods. 

 Know safe storage and handling procedures for various chemicals and materials. 

 Know proper shipping procedures for transportation of dangerous goods. 
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a. What are some health and safety hazards associated with being a 
shipper/receiver? 

Hazards typically fall into one of six general categories as listed below. For more information on 
that issue, prevention, or how to work safely with a chemical or material, click on the links 
where provided throughout this document. 

 

 Biological 

Depending on the materials stored, biological hazards may or may not be present.  

There is the potential for infection caused by birds or rodents when working in polluted or old 
structures. Infections include histoplasmosis (from bird droppings) or hantavirus (from mice 
droppings).  

There is a possibility of exposure to moulds, fungi and bacteria from areas and materials that 
have had contact with water (e.g., water leak that leads to mould in wood or drywall).  

 

 Chemical 

Workers may be exposed to a variety of chemicals and materials - some exposure will be as a 
result of the items stored in the warehouse, other exposures will be from the activities done or 
equipment used. Examples include: 

 hazards related to the toxic materials stored or used such as solvents, sealers and glue 

 plastic fumes from shrink wrap, bag sealers, and plastic strapping welders 

 use of battery powered equipment (battery acid can cause burns to skin and eyes, and 
battery recharging process produces hydrogen gas which can explode if allowed to build 
up and where an ignition source is present) 

 use of fuel for powered vehicles  which includes exposure to carbon monoxide, carbon 
dioxide or exhaust fumes from trucks at the loading and receiving docks, and fork lifts 

 

 

 

Be sure to read the Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) for each chemical or material for more 
information..  

Some chemicals and materials may have properties that can cause harm such as being flammable 
or combustible. Be sure to read instructions and labels carefully.  

 

 Ergonomic 

There are many situations where physical demands involve force, repetition, awkward postures 
and prolonged activities. These include: 

 standing for long periods of time  

Note: In many cases, the risk of health effects from a chemical is related to the 
amount of time (duration) and to the amount of the substance (dose) that the 

individual is exposed to. 
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 lifting 

 working in awkward positions (twisting, bending, etc).  

 repetitive manual operations (such as packing small parts quickly, etc.)  

 pushing and pulling objects in general  

 pushing and pulling hand carts  

If working at a conveyor or belt, repetitive motions, reaching, and lifting may be a concern 
especially when movements are done quickly and for a long period of time.  

 

 Physical 

Workers may be required to work outdoors. As a result, they may be exposed to extreme 
temperatures (both cold and heat) and ultraviolet (UV) radiation. 

Where the temperature in the building cannot be controlled adequately, work may be done in 
hot environments (especially during summer months). Alternatively, workers assigned to work in 
cold or frozen storage areas may experience cold stress.  

Noise may also be a concern depending on the types of activities carried out. 

 

 Safety 

Remember to work safely around equipment such as carts, hand trucks, trolleys, trucks, manual 
forklifts, conveyors, etc. Each will have its own safe work procedures and precautions. For 
example:  

 Conveyors and belts can have "pinch points" - places where your body, body parts, or 
objects can be entangled or crushed by the moving parts or spinning machinery. Guards 
must be in place on rollers, wheels, etc.. Long hair, loose clothing, and jewellery should 
be contained. 

 Where equipment such as cranes, hoists, slings, carts and others are used for material 
handling, be sure to use good safety practices.  

 Where forklift trucks are used, be sure to follow appropriate safety precautions for the 
vehicle itself, the operator, and for by-standers.  

Appropriate PPE for the job is essential. For example, eye protection is needed for prevention of 
injury from flying particles, UV radiation, etc. Different gloves may be needed for different tasks 
(cutting vs handling chemicals).  

There are many situations where equipment and materials are in various places, or floors are 
slippery from liquids, etc. The main hazards from these situations are slips, trips, falls,. 
Equipment and materials overhead can also be a hazard (falling material, etc.). 

Work done at heights (e.g., on platforms/scaffolding or ladders) require specific safety 
procedures. 

The tools used for the work can also present hazards, e.g. hand tools (includes hand saws, 
hammers, screwdrivers, etc.) and powered hand tools (includes pneumatic nailing guns, power-
actuated tools, circular saws, etc.) 
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 Psychological 

Quick turn-arounds, "multi-tasking", or deadlines may lead to stress felt by individuals.  

Some workers may be required to work shifts or extended workdays which can have health 
effects. 

 

 Are there any long-term health effects of being a 
shipper/receiver? 

According to the International Labour Office (ILO), health effects can include: 

 risk of work-related musculoskeletal diseases (often related to overuse or lifting). 

 possibility of exposure to chemicals or materials stored or handled at the warehouse. 
These effects will vary greatly depending on the substance, and how it was stored or 
handled. 

 What are some preventative measures that can be taken? 

 Use correct procedures for both manual materials handing (lifting), and materials 
handling (using cranes, hoists, etc.). 

 Be aware of awkward body positions and avoid where possible. If a job requires work in 
an awkward position (e.g., with hands above shoulder level) or repetition, be sure to 
take frequent breaks. 

 Always use the correct personal protective equipment (PPE) for the task. 

 Wear appropriate footwear (for walking/standing, as well as protection from dropped 
objects). 

 Keep all work areas clear of clutter and equipment. 

 Know how to handle and store chemicals and materials safely. 

 Always make sure that the tools and the safety features of tools and equipment are in 
good working order before using. 

 Follow a recommended shift work pattern, and be aware of the hazards associated with 
shift work. 

 

 What are some general safe work practices to know? 

Shippers and receivers will need to know: 

 material handling procedures  

 manual material handling (lifting) techniques  

 proper selection, use, maintenance and storage of PPe, where appropriate  

 selection of footwear 

 proper procedures for working at heights (e.g., on platforms/scaffolding or ladders) 

 proper techniques to work safely with various types of equipment including: 

 hand tools (includes hand saws, hammers, screwdrivers, etc)  
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 powered hand tools(includes pneumatic nailing guns, power-actuated tools, circular 
saws, etc.)  

 

All workers should: 

 follow company safety rules 

 know about working safely and materials datasheets 

 know your hazard and incident reporting procedures, and 

 follow good housekeeping procedures  

 

 

3.3 Storage Requirements 
The storage requirements for specific freight and explain the characteristics of such freight in 

relation to the storage requirements 

All businesses must assess the implications of storing goods and materials and 
take steps to control any risks. 

As well as ensuring you fulfil your legal duty to protect the health and safety of 
those affected by your business, the right approach to storage can also help you 

reduce pollution, unnecessary wastage and other costs. 

We will discuss how to assess the key risks of storing goods and 
materials and sets out ways of reducing them. It also covers what 
you should do when storing hazardous substances, particular types of 
material and food. 

 

a. Assess the risks of goods storage 

When you receive goods that have to be placed in storage, you are required to assess the risks 
posed by storing goods and materials and take steps to minimise them. 

You should consider the hazards and risks caused by storing goods and materials as part of your 
overall health, safety and environmental risk assessment. 

You also need to analyse how storing materials affects the fire risks faced by your business.  

All businesses need to consider the hazards caused by storing goods and materials. But there are 
some which face greater inherited risks, such as: 

factories 

warehouses 

shops 

construction businesses 

agricultural businesses 

food businesses 
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any business which has to store hazardous materials such as gas cylinders and oil 

Your risk assessment must identify hazards caused by your storage of goods, analyse the 
likelihood of their occurring and determine who and what might be at risk. 

You then need to take steps to implement any precautions needed to ensure all risks are 
minimised. 

You'll also need to record your findings and remember to review your assessment regularly. 

Types of possible hazard you'll need to consider include: 

goods falling from shelving or racking 

someone falling when climbing on shelving 

stock or materials blocking fire exit routes 

accumulations of used packaging 

poor storage causing increased manual-handling risks, eg putting bulky items above head height 

spillages of goods causing environmental damage or increasing the risk of slips and trips 
occurring 

exposure to badly stored hazardous substances 

contamination or danger caused by storing inappropriate materials together 

the use of mechanical-handling equipment, eg loads falling from forklift trucks 

vandalism, theft and arson causing pollution 

flammable substances 

This list is given as an example and is not complete. 

 

b. Shelves, racks and pallets 

Most businesses use shelves to store goods and materials, and racking units are often used for 
storage in warehouses and factories, typically in conjunction with pallets. 

 Shelving and racking 

Shelving and racking must be suitable for its purpose and installed and maintained properly. 
Ensure that: 

floors are sound and level 

you follow the manufacturer's installation instructions 

where shelving or racking needs to be fixed to a wall, the wall can support the load 

where appropriate, special safety ladders are provided to avoid people climbing on shelving 

units are spaced correctly to allow easy access for staff and, if necessary, mechanical-handling 
equipment such as forklift trucks 

shelves and racks are properly aligned and goods don't overhang shelves 

correct maximum loads for racking are displayed 
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personal protective equipment is used where necessary 

items are stacked correctly - put the heaviest at the bottom where possible 

materials that employees frequently need are readily accessible - for example, not above head 
height 

Check shelving and racking units regularly for any obvious signs of physical or chemical damage. 

 

 Pallets 

If you use pallets with racking units, you should avoid: 

using a pallet which can't cope with its load 

poorly designed or constructed pallets 

using damaged pallets 

using the wrong type of pallet for the racking system used or the material or substance stored 

poor handling of pallets 

You must use any mechanical-handling equipment, such as forklift trucks, safely. Anyone 
operating a forklift needs to be fully trained, and people in areas where forklifts operate must 
be aware of the warning alarms, signs and notices and what they mean. 

 

c. Storage methods 

As well as dangerous or hazardous substances, there's a range of other types of material whose 
storage requires particular attention. 

 Waste 

All businesses have a duty of care to store and correctly manage the waste they create. You 
must store waste in suitable containers, making sure it doesn't harm the environment or human 
health.. 

When you dispose of your waste, or send it to be recovered, you must ensure it is handled by an 
authorised organisation. Some waste is classified as hazardous because of its dangerous or toxic 
nature and is subject to additional regulation.  

 Timber 

Sawn timber and board materials need to be stacked and stored safely. This includes ensuring 
that stacks of timber: 

are on firm, level ground 

don't exceed set height ratios 

are periodically inspected 

have no loose materials on top 

Take prevailing winds into account when building stacks outdoors. You must regularly monitor 
storage areas 
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 Glass 

Storage measures you should take include: 

stacking glass at the correct angle 

providing appropriate personal protective equipment where necessary 

securing storage racks and ensuring these aren't overloaded 

 Textiles 

Storage also requires careful consideration in the textiles industry. For example, you should: 

store frequently used materials at a convenient height  

plan storage areas carefully to allow for maximum possible access to materials 

dispose of obsolete stock 

consider mechanical methods of handling and moving bales and rolls  

 Agricultural materials 

Storage of some agricultural materials must conform to the Silage, Slurry and Agricultural Fuel 
Oil Regulations. These specify standards and durability of new or substantially altered storage 
facilities. 

 Storing food 

Food and catering businesses must ensure food is correctly stored to comply with food-hygiene 
requirements - and protect their customers, staff and reputation. 

They must: 

observe temperature controls in all storage areas, including display cabinets 

store dried food off the floor 

observe use-by dates 

ensure all areas are clean 

avoid overloading refrigerated units - if they become too full, air doesn't circulate properly, 
causing food to deteriorate 

follow any storage instructions on food packaging 

Staff handling food must be supervised or appropriately trained. Your local authority's 
environmental health department should be able to advise you on training courses. 

Take care not to cross-contaminate food. For example, raw and cooked food should not be 
stored next to each other and equipment used to handle raw food should be washed before 
being used on cooked food. 

If you have any concerns about the food when it is delivered, you should refuse delivery. 

You should also assess any possible manual-handling risks caused by food storage, such as 
employees stacking crates of bottles or lifting heavy bags of potatoes. 

You must also ensure that all food and drink is stored in a way which minimises the risk of 
pollution.  
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d. Checklist: minimising the risks caused by storing goods 

mark all exit routes 

keep exit routes clear to reduce fire risks 

organise storage areas and set up procedures to allow people and vehicles - such as forklift 
trucks - to manoeuvre, load, unload and move goods safely 

store flammable substances far from any source of ignition such as a heater 

store dangerous substances, such as chemicals, appropriately 

install collision barriers in vulnerable areas 

clear up all spills immediately to reduce the risks of slips, trips and pollution 

ensure you have adequate equipment to clean up spills of the types and quantities of materials 
you store 

store liquids in areas away from drains to avoid leaks or spills reaching watercourses 

check regularly that shelving and racking units are safe, and ensure they're the most appropriate 
method of storing the materials in question  

provide any personal protective equipment (PPE) staff need to store or move materials 

train staff in the use of PPE 

keep the minimum amount of materials necessary in processing and production areas 

take unused materials back to storage areas rather than leaving them lying around 

segregate any materials which could contaminate each other or be dangerous if stored close 
together, e.g. avoid storing paint or bleach next to food in a shop stock room 

consider how you'll ensure the security of high-value goods 

use appropriate signage 

 

3.4 Receiving hazardous/dangerous freight 
The receipt of hazardous/dangerous freight taking cognisance of statutory requirements (e.g. 
flammability, size, weight) 

The loading and off-loading operations must be carried out by qualified person/s trained in the 
relevant procedures.  The dangerous goods loading/off-loading supervisor must ensure that only 
trained & competent persons perform these functions. 

In order to identify various dangerous goods, the United Nations published recommendations 
made in The Transportation of Dangerous Goods.  Adopted worldwide, each substance is 
identified with a 4 digit number, and divided into 9 classes according to the kind of threat they 
pose.  These substances have been incorporated into SANS 10228, and are defined in the NRT Act 
as Dangerous Goods. 
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The 9 classes with their sub-divisions are as follows: 

 

CLASS DESCRIPTION OF HAZARD 

1 EXPLOSIVES (6 DIVISIONS) 

2 GASES 

 

2.1 FLAMMABLE 

2.2 NON-FLAMMABLE & NON-TOXIC (Compressed danger) 

2.3 TOXIC 

3 FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS 

4 FLAMMABLE SUBSTANCES (Other than liquid or gas)  

 

4.1 SOLIDS 

4.2 SPONTANEOUSLY COMBUSTIBLE (Self igniting) 

4.3 DANGEROUS WHEN WET (Burn or emit toxic fumes) 

5 OXIDISERS AND ORGANIC PEROXIDES 

 
5.1 OXIDISERS (Release oxygen increasing the intensity of a fire) 

5.2 ORGANIC PEROXIDES (Thermally unstable) 

6 TOXIC & INFECTIOUS SUBSTANCES 

 
6.1 TOXIC (Poisonous) 

6.2 INFECTIOUS (Cause disease) 

7 RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS 

8 CORROSIVES (Acids & caustic substances) 

9 MISCELLANEOUS (Mainly environmentally hazardous) 

 

Of the above classes, the transportation of Class 1, Explosives, are controlled by the SAPS under 
the Explosives Regulations, and Class 7, Radioactive Materials, are controlled by the National 
Nuclear Regulator under the Nuclear Regulator Act.  Drivers conveying these 2 classes of goods 
would be required to receive appropriate training according to the relevant Act. 
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To display these different classes of substance, warning diamonds have been introduced.  By 
means of colours and pictures, the various classes of substances are represented on these 
different diamonds.  The following table shows which diamonds represent which class. 

 

CLASS DIV. DESCRIPTION DIAMOND  

1 
1.1 – 
1.6 

EXPLOSIVES 

1.1 Mass Explosion Hazard – dynamite 
1.2 Projection Hazard – rocket motors 
1.3 Fire hazard – Unfilled Propellant 
1.4 No Significant Hazard, Shotgun cartridge 
1.5 Very Insensitive- water/gel blasting expl. 
1.6 Extremely insensitive 

 

ORANGE 
BACKGROUND 

SYMBOL & 
LETTERING: 

ORANGE 

 

2 

2.1 

FLAMMABLE GAS (NOTE 1) 

Easily catch fire when exposed to a spark or 
flame. 

EXAMPLES:  Acetylene, Butane, Dimethyl 
ether, Hydrogen, LP Gas, Methane, Propane, 
Propylene, Vinyl Chloride. 

 

RED BACKGROUND 

SYMBOL & 
LETTERING: 

BLACK FOR 
PRIMARY HAZARD, 

WHITE FOR 
SUBSIDIARY 
HAZARD 

 

2.2 

NON-FLAMMABLE & NON-TOXIC GAS 
(Compressed danger) (NOTE 1) 

Although will not easily catch fire, 
dangerous due to compression or harmful 
due to depriving air of oxygen/ feeding 
extra oxygen to a fire. 

EXAMPLES:  Carbon Dioxide, Helium, Oxygen 

 

GREEN 
BACKGROUND 

SYMBOL & 
LETTERING: 

BLACK FOR 
PRIMARY HAZARD, 

WHITE FOR 
SUBSIDIARY 
HAZARD 

2.3 

TOXIC GAS 

Poisonous or corrosive, known to be 
dangerous to life. 

EXAMPLES:  Chlorine, Anhydrous Ammonia, 
Carbon Monoxide, Hydrogen Sulphide, 
Hydrogen Chloride. 

 

WHITE 
BACKGROUND 

SYMBOL & 
LETTERING: 

BLACK 
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3  

FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS (NOTE 1) 

Liquids that ignite easily and burn fiercely.  
Under prescribed tests, they emit a 
flammable vapour at 60,5°C. 

EXAMPLES:  Carbon disulphide, Acetone, 
Benzene, Petrol Toluene, Diesel, Paraffin, 
Camphor oil. 

 

RED BACKGROUND 

SYMBOL & 
LETTERING: 

BLACK FOR 
PRIMARY HAZARD, 

WHITE FOR 
SUBSIDIARY 
HAZARD 

 

4 

4.1 

FLAMMABLE SOLIDS 

Easily lit by spark or flame, or which burn 
readily, or which can catch fire through 
friction. 

EXAMPLES:  Celluloid, Magnesium alloys, 
Aluminium powder, Cotton, Rubber scrap, 
Sulphur, Matches. 

 

WHITE 
BACGROUND WITH 
VERTICAL RED 
STRIPES 

SYMBOL & 
LETTERING: 

BLACK 

 

4.2 

FLAMMABLE, SPONTANEOUSLY 
COMBUSTIBLE (Self igniting) 

Liquid or Solid.  Generate their own heat, & 
will self-ignite when exposed to air for a 
short period. 

EXAMPLES:  Wet Cotton, Carbon, Oily Rags/ 
Cotton waste, Sodium Sulphide, 
Phosphorous. 

 

BACKGROUND, 
WHITE UPPER 
HALF, RED LOWER 
HALF 

SYMBOL & 
LETTERING 

BLACK 

 

 4.3 

FLAMMABLE, DANGEROUS WHEN WET 
(Burn or emit toxic fumes) (NOTE 1) 

Catch fire on contact with moisture or emit 
dangerously flammable or toxic gases. 

EXAMPLES:  Alkali Metals, Aluminium 
Powder, Calcium Carbide,  

 

BLUE 
BACKGROUND 

SYMBOL & 
LETTERING: 

BLACK FOR 
PRIMARY HAZARD, 

WHITE FOR 
SUBSIDIARY 
HAZARD 
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5 

5.1 

OXIDISERS (Release oxygen increasing the 
intensity of a fire) 

EXAMPLES:  Calcium Hypochlorite, Lead 
Nitrate, Ammonium Nitrate mixed fertilizer.  
Lead Dioxide.  

YELLOW 
BACKGROUND 

SYMBOL & 
LETTERING: 

BLACK 

 

5.2 

ORGANIC PEROXIDES (Thermally unstable) 

Sensitive to heat, generate increasing 
amounts of heat as they decompose, 
speeding up the chemical breakdown, 
accelerating heat buildup. 

EXAMPLES:  Acetyl Benzoyl Peroxide, Methyl 
Ethyl Ketone Peroxides. 

 

YELLOW 
BACKGROUND 

SYMBOL & 
LETTERING: 

BLACK 

 

6 

6.1 

TOXIC (Poisonous) 

Can cause illness or death if swallowed, 
inhaled or absorbed through the skin.  
Nearly all emit poisonous gases in a fire. 

EXAMPLES:  Arsenic, Cadmium compounds, 
Cyanides, Lead Acetate, Phenol. 

 

WHITE 
BACKGROUND 

SYMBOL & 
LETTERING: 

BLACK 

 

6.2 

INFECTIOUS (Cause disease) 

Severe disabling or fatal disease in humans 
or animals. 

EXAMPLES:  Biological samples for testing, 
hospital waste, vaccines.  

WHITE 
BACKGROUND 

SYMBOL & 
LETTERING: 

BLACK 

 

7 I - III 

RADIOACTIVE 

Red Division numbers indicate radiation 
levels  

YELLOW UPPER & 
WHITE LOWER 
BACKGROUND 

SYMBOL & 
LETTERING: 

BLACK 
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8  

CORROSIVES (Acids & caustic substances) 

Attack skin, clothes or other materials.  
Chemically eat away a substance, can 
severely damage living tissue.  Can react 
with common metals used on vehicles. 

EXAMPLES:  Sulphuric Acid, Sodium 
Hydroxide 

 

BACKGROUND 
WHITE UPPER 
HALF, BLACK 
LOWER HALF, 

SYMBOL & 
LETTERING: 

BLACK 

 

9  

MISCELLANEOUS (Mainly environmentally 
hazardous) 

EXAMPLES:  Airbag Inflators, Asbestos, 
Aluminium Sulphate, Battery-powered 
wheelchairs, Solid Carbon Dioxide (Dry Ice), 
Lithium batteries, polystyrene beads  

WHITE 
BACKGROUND, 
BLACK VERTICAL 
STRIPES UPPER 
HALF 

 

 

 

 

a. Consignee requirements 

The consignee shall be responsible for the offloading of the dangerous goods. 

The consignee shall provide the dangerous goods offloading supervisor, and (unless otherwise 
agreed upon amongst the responsible parties) the qualified person(s) to carry out the offloading 
procedures 

 

b. Requirements That Relate To Loading And Offloading Operations 

The dangerous goods loading/offloading supervisor shall ensure that the following safety 
precautions are adhered to: 

the vehicle is correctly parked for loading or offloading; 

the engine of the vehicle is switched off, except where the engine is required to drive pumps or 
hydraulic units for the purposes of loading or offloading; 

the area is safe, with barricades, where applicable, & the necessary warning signs are clearly 
displayed; 

the requisite safety & first aid equipment in accordance with the transport emergency card(s) is 
provided; 

the loading/offloading operation is conducted in a safe manner & is not placed at risk by other 
activities in the vicinity; 

the load is adequately secured; and 

that the dangerous goods at the offloading site correspond with the DGD, can be offloaded in 
safe conditions, that all the necessary safety equipment is provided and that he/she consults 

NOTE 1: Class 2.1, 2.2, 3 & 4.3 Subsidiary Risk Diamonds have white Symbols and 
Lettering.  Other class Diamonds retain their colours as Subsidiary Risk Diamonds. 
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with the operator and the consignor on appropriate action with regard to containers with 
leaks. 

 

c. Requirements that relate to loading operations 

The dangerous goods loading supervisor shall ensure that the following safety precautions are 
adhered to: 

the goods to be loaded are correctly classified, packaged and labelled; 

the vehicle is suitable for its current purpose and is clean and fit to load; 

if goods different from those previously transported by the vehicle are to be loaded and in the 
absence of a certificate of cleaning, or a gas-free certificate, the containment area is 
inspected to ensure that it is fit to receive the goods without risk; 

the exempt quantity and compatibility requirements are adhered to; 

the correct quantity is loaded, and complies with the relevant national legislation; 

the cargo is undamaged and properly secured; 

the vehicle is not allowed to proceed on its journey without placards that reflect the correct 
information relevant to the goods; 

the driver has the correct transport emergency card(s) in his possession; 

the necessary DGD(s) are made out for the load and supplied to the driver; and 

the special P, B, L and O provisions in annex C are adhered to. 

 

d. En route procedures 

1. The driver shall not allow any passengers or unauthorized persons to be in or on the vehicle 
at any stage during the journey. 

2. The driver shall adhere to the agreed route and authorized stopping places, unless directed 
otherwise by a member of the emergency services. 

3. Where pre-planned stops, for example those required every two hours for tyre and spillage 
checks, are not in designated places, the vehicle shall stop only in areas sufficiently far away 
from the main traffic flow so as not to present a risk to other road users. 

4. A vehicle that carries dangerous goods shall be under constant supervision while stopped or 
parked if one or both of the following applies: 

4.1. the dangerous goods carried have an exempt quantity of 10 kg or 10 L, or less; or 

4.2. any one or more of special provisions O14 to O20 (inclusive) in C.5 applies. 

5. The opening of packages, unloading or decanting for any reason, for example for axle 
overloads, shall not be permitted, except in an authorized and properly equipped area under 
the supervision of a qualified person, and after the operator has been informed. 

6. In the event of a mechanical breakdown, regulatory warning triangles shall be placed on the 
road and the emergency services and the operator shall be informed without delay. 

7. In the event of an incident, the instructions on the transport emergency card(s) shall be 
followed and all necessary assistance shall be given to the emergency services. The transport 
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emergency card(s) and the DGD(s) shall be handed over to the emergency services when so 
requested. 

8. Good driving practice with anticipation of potential problem situations shall be exercised at 
all times. 

 

e. Requirements that relate to off-loading operations 

The dangerous goods offloading supervisor shall ensure that 

1. the cargo is correct and undamaged and there is no obvious spillage, 

2. the load is refused if he/she is in doubt as to whether the goods can be offloaded without 
risk, 

3. the offloading operation does not proceed, if, for any reason, he/she considers it unsafe, 

4. in the case of bulk deliveries, 

4.1. 1.  there is sufficient space in the tanks or bins into which the cargo is to be unloaded 
and that they are in a fit condition to receive the load; 

4.2. 2.  the flow can be stopped immediately in case of leakage or any other emergency; and 

4.3. 3.  after offloading, the vehicle is free from spillage and all valves are closed, 

5. in the case of a part load, the remaining cargo is properly secured, 

6. after offloading, the documents reflect the change in load, after offloading no residue 
remains on the vehicle and that the vehicle is free of contamination, and 

7. if after offloading the vehicle cannot be certified clean, the placards remain until cleaning 
of the vehicle is possible. 

 

f. Cargo securement 

Cargo securement shall be in accordance with SANS 10187 to minimize the risk of spillage in the 
event of the vehicle overturning or any other incident. 

 

g. Bulk 

Goods, other than those authorized for carriage in tanks (see SANS 1518) may not be carried in 
bulk in vehicles unless a special B provision, explicitly authorizing this mode of transport is 
indicated in column 9 of table C.1. 

The special B provision in column 9 of table C.1 shall apply. 
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h. Freight containers that contain packaged goods 

When packages that contain dangerous goods are packed into a freight container, the consignor 
shall provide a container packing certificate which shall be stored in the designated space, 
specifying the container identifying number and certifying that the packing has been carried out 
in accordance with the following conditions: 

the container was clean, dry and fit to receive the goods; 

goods that are incompatible have not been packed together in the same container; 

packaging complies with the requirements of the relevant national legislation, and international 
regulations (if applicable); 

all packages have been externally inspected for damage or leakage and that only sound packages 
have been loaded; 

all packages have been properly stowed and secured, with dunnage if necessary, to prevent 
movement; 

the freight container and all the packages therein have been properly labelled and placarded; 
and 

drums have been stowed in an upright position 

NOTE 1 The consignor can be the product manufacturer, or the product owner, or the 
person acting on behalf of the product owner, or the product custodian. 

NOTE 2 The particulars in NOTE 1 will not be readily available on freight containers from 
outside South Africa. 

The container packing certificate may be combined with a DGD where the inclusion of a signed 
declaration phrase such as: “It is declared that the packing of goods into this container has been 
carried out in accordance with the relevant clause of SANS 10231" will suffice. For freight 
containers packed outside South Africa reference shall be made to international regulations. 

The container packing certificate is not required for tank containers. 

 

i. Safe Handling of Hazardous Materials 

 How Hazardous Substances Cause Injury 

Hazardous substances can cause injury in several different ways. For example: 

injury by destruction of body tissue, as in an acid burning the skin; 

injury by poisoning, as in eating a poisonous plant; 

injury by displacing the air to be inhaled, such as being in an unventilated room while filling a 
container with liquid nitrogen; 

injury by force, such as in an explosion. 

The study of how substances cause harm is the study of toxicology. All materials can cause harm 
depending on their use or misuse. The simplest example of this is water, which is beneficial if 
taken by glass in reasonable quantities but causes many deaths through drowning each year.  

In case of exposure to hazardous substances, there are three factors to be considered: 
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1. Dose: the amount of exposure, as in a milliliter or a gallon. In general, the larger the 
dose, the less time it will take to produce an injury. 

2. Duration and frequency : how long and how frequent is the exposure. In general, the 
longer the duration of the exposure, the more severe the injury will be. This is why it is 
important to wash off a chemical as soon as possible after contact. The frequency of the 
exposure can affect the type, time of onset, extent, and severity of the toxic effect. 
Some chemicals cause injury only after long-term exposure (they are chronically toxic) 
while others cause injury after a single exposure (they are acutely toxic). 

3. Route: how the exposure takes place. This is through ingestion (by mouth), inhalation 
(breathing through the nose or mouth) or absorption through cuts, or contact with the 
eyes 

There are many types of hazardous substances.  

carcinogen: chemical or physical agents that cause cancer; 

developmental and reproductive hazards: cause adverse effects on male or female reproductive 
systems or cause adverse effects on developing organisms; 

corrosive substances: cause visible destruction or alterations in living tissue; 

irritants:  cause reversible inflammatory effects on living tissue at the site of contact by a 
chemical; 

hazardous substances with toxic effects of specific organs: may damage organs such as liver, 
nervous system, or blood; 

allergens: cause an allergic reaction after repeated exposure; 

flammable liquids: have the potential to readily catch fire and burn in air; 

explosive substances: may decompose under conditions of mechanical shock , elevated 
temperature, or chemical action, resulting in the release of large volumes of gases. 

 Obtaining Information on Specific Substances 

There are four common sources of information on chemicals: 

1. Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs). MSDSs contain information on physical data, 
health and fire hazards, spill procedures, handling procedures, and first aid for 
substances that are currently commercially available.  

2. Container labels also provide a great deal of safety information. It is typical for 
chemical suppliers to standardize their labels so that safety information is easily located 
on any label from the same supplier. Many suppliers also incorporate a storage scheme 
into their labels. The supplier's catalog will generally explain the labeling system used. 

3. Books can provide more detailed information on chemicals than are available in MSDSs 

4. Chemical catalogues from suppliers often contain safety information. There are often 
sections on safety and disposal, and specific hazards are listed with the chemical 
descriptions. 

5. Internet offers a great deal of information.  
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 Reading Material Safety Data Sheets 

MSDSs were created with worker safety in mind. They give details about chemicals and their 
hazards. MSDS’s typically supply the following information: 

 

Identity 

Name of the chemical 

Name, address, and phone number of the supplier 

 

Physical Characteristics 

Boiling point: low boiling flammable liquids are special fire hazards 

Vapour pressure: high values mean easy inhalation 

Vapour density: high density means vapors accumulate in low areas 

Water solubility 

Appearance and odor 

Specific gravity 

Water reactivity: important for cleanup operations 

 

Special hazards 

Flashpoint: lowest temperature at which vapor will ignite with a spark. 

Auto-ignition temperature: lowest temperature at which material will ignite spontaneously. 

Fire-fighting information: which extinguishing material to use (dry chemical, CO2, foam, etc.). 

Explosive limits: maximum concentrations of vapours allowed 

 

Reactivity Data 

Stability and reaction paths of dangerous decomposition 

Health hazard data 

Routes of exposure - inhalation, absorption through skin, etc. 

Health symptoms: irritant, corrosive, carcinogen, etc. 

Emergency first aid 

 

Personal Protective Equipment 

Respiration, goggles, gloves 

Types of ventilation required 
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Hazardous Waste Disposal 

Protective equipment to use 

Spill cleanup 

Method of disposal 

 Eye Damage from Hazardous Substances 

The accidental splashing of hazardous substances into the eye is one of the most frequent causes 
of serious eye injury in the workplace and other environments. Most common organic solvents 
react physically with the external ocular tissues and cause a loss of cells from the outer surface 
of the eye with accompanying severe discomfort. Detergents and surfactants may produce a 
similar response with far fewer symptoms.  

Concentrated acids and alkalis, when splashed into the eye, result in the rapid destruction of 
the eye and lids; if prompt emergency irrigation is not initiated, severe and permanent damage 
will result. Acids tend to be self-limiting, while alkalis may progressively disrupt, soften, and 
penetrate the eyeball with disastrous results. 

 

3.5 Receive freight timeously 
Managing time is important when working in a warehouse.  If you waste time receiving and 
storing goods, your warehouse will be disorganized and you will be unable to find what you 
need. 

You should also be careful of wasting the time of your suppliers and clients: they are also in the 
business of making money and a delay at your warehouse means that all other deliveries and 
collections will be delayed. 

This could mean that you lose customers and valuable suppliers – without goods to sell, how will 
you make money? 

Refer to section 1 where receiving and the relevant documents are discussed in detail. 

Be sure to complete all the necessary documents timeously every day! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Formative Assessment 3 
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SECTION 4: PLACE AND STORE FREIGHT 

 

Specific Outcome 4  

Place and store freight 

 

Outcome Notes  

Place and store freight, giving cognisance to product type (e.g. liquids, hazardous/dangerous, 
perishable), storage requirements, appropriate storage facility, dwell time and transport 
resource, in order that it can be easily located and well preserved 

 

Assessment criteria 

 Explain what you have taken into account in the selection of storage patterns for specific 
freight in a given working environment. 

 Participate in planning a strategy for future action:  

 Provide ideas for a more efficient receipt holding and dispatch administration 
system;  

 

Essential embedded knowledge 

The relevant legislation and international standards pertaining to storage areas and safety and 
security procedures and precautions concerning receipt and dispatch.  

Current trends in storage patterns and methodologies used.  

Special storage and handling conditions required based on storage and handling characteristics 
of freight (e.g. inherent vice) 

 

 

4.1 The Put-away Process (Place Freight) 
The procedure that follows supposes that a computerised system is used in the warehouse. 

a. What is a PND Location? 

Before I start the discussion of the put-away process, you must first understand what a PND 
location is because it is mentioned often during this discussion. PND refers to a ‘Pick and Drop’ 
location where cases or full pallets are staged between reserve locations and selection or 
receiving points. A PND location is a temporary staging point, not a permanent one.  
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b. What is the Twilight Zone? 

The other term you will hear mentioned is ‘Twilight Zone.’ This does not refer to a mythical 
place, but rather is the reference to a location where pallets that are not resolved in the WMS 
(Warehouse Management System)are staged for resolving. Once the problem has been resolved 
the lift will pick up the pallet and take it where it belongs. 

 

c. Pre-Movement Evaluation 

So let’s get started with the process of putting away freight and stock. After the merchandise 
has been through the receiving process it must be put away.  

As a forklift driver approaches the staging area he must determine whether the pallets need to 
be sorted. If this is the case, the forklift driver will consolidate the pallets and stage them for a 
sorter to deliver to the sorting area. If there are no pallets that need to be sorted, the driver 
will pick up a pallet and scan the license plate/ID or bar code of the pallet. He will then check 
his terminal for problems.  

Some problems that may be identified are labels or pallet ID’s that don’t register. When he 
encounters these he should notify the receiving supervisor so that they can be resolved. 

 

d. Determining Where to Put the Pallets 

If there are no issues to resolve he then determines whether there are more pallets to be 
scanned before he travels.  

Once he has scanned all the pallets he has to move he checks on his terminal regarding the 
location where he is to place the pallet.  

The driver checks the location to determine that it is indeed a valid put-away location. This 
requires that the driver be aware of the module and slot numbering and lettering conventions of 
the distribution center as well as the various PND and flow through locations naming 
conventions.  

 

e. System Put-away Location Validation 

If the driver recognises the displayed location is invalid he can key the system and request that 
another location be given. If an individual slot is not identified he can also ask the system for a 
suggested isle and range of slots to choose from. The driver then will proceed to an available 
location, places the pallet in it and confirms the location of the pallet by keying in the slot 
identification number along with the check digit printed on the slot label. 

 

f. Is the Pallet Destined for a PND Location 

If the system indicates a valid put-away location the driver then determines whether it is a PND 
location or not. If it is, the driver goes to that location and confirms that it is indeed available 
and then places the pallet in the location and confirms it in the system. The Put-away is 
completed at that point and the inventory becomes active. 
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g. Determining Location Suitability 

If the systems indicates a valid put-away location and the location is not a PND location, the 
driver proceeds to the specified location and determines whether it is a suitable location for the 
size and weight of the pallet. There could be several reasons that the location is not suitable for 
the pallet to be put into it, such as the pallet supporting the put-away product is broken, or the 
location contains different products than those being put away.  

In the case of a broken pallet, the driver determines whether the pallet can be switched to 
another pallet. If this cannot be done, then the pallet is put into the Twilight Zone for 
reconciliation at a later time. If it can be switched, then the driver moves the freight to the 
other pallet and continues with the put-away process.  

If the location contains different products than what is being put away, the driver determines 
whether the location is a commingled location or not.  

If it is not, the driver removes the misplaced product, places the correct product into the slot 
and confirms it using the check digit on the slot label.  

If the slot is a commingled slot the driver determines whether there is enough room to place the 
new freight. 

If there is not enough room the driver abandons the pallet in the Twilight Zone. 

If there is, then the driver puts the freight away and confirms the delivery by keying in the 
check digit location on the slot label into his RF system. 

 

Conclusion 

As you can see, put-away drivers need to be familiar with the warehouse layout, and need to be 
trusted with the ability to use sound judgment and reasoning skills to make the decisions that 
will resolve these issues as they arise. 

 

4.2 Storing goods and materials 
All businesses must assess the implications of storing goods and materials and take steps to 
control any risks. This is a particularly important process for businesses such as warehouses, 
factories, shops and construction businesses. 

As well as ensuring you fulfil your legal duty to protect the health and safety of those affected 
by your business, the right approach to storage can also help you reduce pollution, unnecessary 
wastage and other costs. 

This guide explains how to assess the key risks of storing goods and materials and sets out ways 
of reducing them. It also covers what you should do when storing hazardous substances, 
particular types of material and food. 
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a. Safe use of shelves, racks and pallets 

Most businesses use shelves to store goods and materials, and racking units are often used for 
storage in warehouses and factories, typically in conjunction with pallets. 

 

 Shelving and racking 

Shelving and racking must be suitable for its purpose and installed and maintained properly. 
Ensure that: 

 floors are sound and level 

 you follow the manufacturer's installation instructions 

 where shelving or racking needs to be fixed to a wall, the wall can support the load 

 where appropriate, special safety ladders are provided to avoid people climbing on 
shelving 

 units are spaced correctly to allow easy access for staff and, if necessary, mechanical-
handling equipment such as forklift trucks 

 shelves and racks are properly aligned and goods don't overhang shelves 

 correct maximum loads for racking are displayed 

 personal protective equipment is used where necessary 

 items are stacked correctly - put the heaviest at the 
bottom where possible 

 materials that employees frequently need are readily 
accessible - for example, not above head height 

 Check shelving and racking units regularly for any obvious 
signs of physical or chemical damage. 

 

 Pallets 

If you use pallets with racking units, you should avoid: 

 using a pallet which can't cope with its load 

 poorly designed or constructed pallets 

 using damaged pallets 

 using the wrong type of pallet for the racking system used or the material or substance 
stored 

 poor handling of pallets 

 You must use any mechanical-handling equipment, such as forklift trucks, safely. Anyone 
operating a forklift needs to be fully trained, and people in areas where forklifts 
operate must be aware of the warning alarms, signs and notices and what they mean. 
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b. Storage methods  

As well as dangerous or hazardous substances, there's a range of other types of material whose 
storage requires particular attention. 

 Waste 

All businesses have a duty of care to store and correctly manage the waste they create. You 
must store waste in suitable containers, making sure it doesn't harm the environment or human 
health.  

When you dispose of your waste, or send it to be recovered, you must ensure it is handled by an 
authorised organisation. 

Some waste is classified as hazardous because of its dangerous or toxic nature and is subject to 
additional regulation. 

 Timber 

Sawn timber and board materials need to be stacked and stored safely. This includes ensuring 
that stacks of timber: 

 are on firm, level ground 

 don't exceed set height ratios 

 are periodically inspected 

 have no loose materials on top 

 Glass 

Storage measures you should take include: 

 stacking glass at the correct angle 

 providing appropriate personal protective equipment where necessary 

 securing storage racks and ensuring these aren't overloaded 

 Textiles 

Storage also requires careful consideration in the textiles industry. For example, you should: 

 store frequently used materials at a convenient height  

 plan storage areas carefully to allow for maximum possible access to materials 

 dispose of obsolete stock 

 consider mechanical methods of handling and moving bales and rolls  

 Storing food 

Food and catering businesses must ensure food is correctly stored to comply with food-hygiene 
requirements - and protect their customers, staff and reputation. 

They must: 

 observe temperature controls in all storage areas, including display cabinets 

 store dried food off the floor 
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 observe use-by dates 

 ensure all areas are clean 

 avoid overloading refrigerated units - if they become too full, air doesn't circulate 
properly, causing food to deteriorate 

 follow any storage instructions on food packaging 

 You can reduce the risk of storing food by buying from reputable businesses which supply 
food that has been stored, processed and treated safely before it gets to you. 

 If you have any concerns about the food when it is delivered, you should refuse delivery. 

 You should also assess any possible manual-handling risks caused by food storage, such as 
employees stacking crates of bottles or lifting heavy bags of potatoes. 

 You must also ensure that all food and drink is stored in a way which minimises the risk of 
pollution.  

 

c. Off-site storage 

When considering the risks of goods and materials storage, remember to factor in any materials 
you store away from your main premises. For example: 

 construction businesses typically need to store materials on building sites 

 retail businesses may need a storage lock-up or warehouse away from the shop 

 office-based businesses may need to archive documents which they don't have room for 
on site 

 Many of the same risks and control measures apply to materials stored off site. However, 
there are likely to be increased security concerns, particularly if goods are stored in an 
isolated location or if you rarely visit the storage facility. Consider, too, whether there 
are increased fire risks. 

 You are also likely to be held responsible for any incident of pollution that occurs from 
your site, even if it is caused by vandalism. 

 Ensure that the storage environment is appropriate for the materials being stored. For 
example, a damp atmosphere could damage documents and foodstuffs. 

 Even if you don't need to access the materials regularly, it's worth checking from time to 
time that the goods and premises are in good condition.   

 A common method of off-site storage in the construction industry is to use a lockable 
steel cabin. However, these can still be vulnerable to theft and some businesses also use 
24-hour surveillance and security agencies to guard building sites at night and 
weekends. 

 Retailers may want to store surplus stock in a lock up or warehouse away from their 
premises. You may want to consider using a specialist warehousing company offering 
facilities such as CCTV, security guards, temperature alarms and fire and leak detection. 

 There are also specialist businesses which provide document-storage facilities. They may 
store your papers in airtight containers for added protection and offer fire and theft 
detection systems. 
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d. Checklist: minimising the risks caused by storing goods 

There are a number of steps you can take to reduce the risks of storing goods. Make sure you: 

 mark all exit routes 

 keep exit routes clear to reduce fire risks 

 organise storage areas and set up procedures to allow people and vehicles - such as 
forklift trucks - to manoeuvre, load, unload and move goods safely 

 store flammable substances far from any source of ignition such as a heater 

 store dangerous substances, such as chemicals, appropriately  

 install collision barriers in vulnerable areas 

 clear up all spills immediately to reduce the risks of slips, trips and pollution 

 ensure you have adequate equipment to clean up spills of the types and quantities of 
materials you store 

 store liquids in areas away from drains to avoid leaks or spills reaching watercourses 

 check regularly that shelving and racking units are safe, and ensure they're the most 
appropriate method of storing the materials in question  

 provide any personal protective equipment (PPE) staff need to store or move materials 

 train staff in the use of PPE 

 keep the minimum amount of materials necessary in processing and production areas 

 take unused materials back to storage areas rather than leaving them lying around 

 segregate any materials which could contaminate each other or be dangerous if stored 
close together, e.g. avoid storing paint or bleach next to food in a shop stock room 

 consider how you'll ensure the security of high-value goods 

 use appropriate signage 

 

e. Terminals 

A freight terminal is where freight is loaded or unloaded. Most freight terminals are found at 
ports, which could be airports, seaports, railroad terminal and also trucking terminals. 

We can look at a container terminal as an example: this is where cargo containers are 
transshipped between different transport vehicles. Maritime container terminals are usually part 
of a larger port or harbor.  Inland container terminals are found in or near major cities where 
there are good road and rail connections to maritime container terminals. 
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Any freight terminal must have a definite receiving area as well as a despatch area, as well as an 
area where the different freights can be sorted – just as for receiving and depatching goods in a 
warehouse but on a much larger scale. 

As freight that is loaded on and off ships and railroad trucks are big, it can happen that the 
receiving and despatch area are the same, in which case you will: 

Unload and sort the containers for collection.  This would typically include loading the 
containers on trucks for further shipment 

Once the area has been cleared, the containers for loading onto the ship will be stacked in the 
same area. 

 Dwell time 

Whatever the procedure to follow may be, you need an area for dwell time freight 

Dwell time is the time cargo remains in a terminal's in-transit storage area while awaiting 
shipment by clearance transportation. 

It can happen that freight intended for import and export has to be placed in a special area 
while awaiting customs clearance – dwell time – and you will have to make provision for this as 
this freight may not be moved before customs have cleared it. 

 

4.3 Storage of dangerous or hazardous materials 
You must ensure that chemicals and dangerous substances are stored and handled in a way that 
minimises the risks posed by those substances and which limits people's exposure to them. 

You should also assess the risks of storing and handling substances hazardous to the environment 
as well as human health. For instance, consider the effects of a leak to the air, water and 
surrounding land. This can help you to avoid being prosecuted for causing pollution. 

You need to assess the risks of storing and handling dangerous substances - including the 
possibility of environmental damage caused by leaks and spills. 

You should then implement any precautions needed to control risks, including: 

 storing chemicals according to the manufacturer's instructions on the safety data sheet 

 keeping the minimum quantity of hazardous substances necessary 

 storing incompatible substances separately 

 taking steps to prevent release or leakage of dangerous substances 
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 keeping a spill kit near to storage areas, and ensuring staff are trained in what to do in 
the event of a spill 

 cleaning up any leaks or spills that occur 

 using appropriate precautions when handling substances - for example, wearing 
protective clothing or ensuring adequate ventilation 

 ensuring employees who store and handle dangerous substances are properly trained 

 checking containers used for short-term storage are properly labelled 

Ensure that flammable substances are correctly stored in suitable containers and are not stored 
near to a source of ignition such as a heater. 

 Control the risks 

Simple steps to control the risks of hazardous substances include: 

 keeping the minimum quantity of hazardous substances necessary 

 storing incompatible substances separately 

 preventing release or leaks 

 training employees to store and handle hazardous substances properly 

 labelling storage containers properly 

 storing flammable substances in suitable containers away from sources of ignition, such 
as boilers and heaters 

 placing stores of liquid above ground where they're unlikely to be damaged, for example 
away from driveways 

 maintaining gauges, valves and pipework 

 having procedures for dealing with emergency leaks 

 using a secondary containment system such as a drip tray or bund (a storage area 
designed to prevent liquids escaping) 

 monitoring oil use - unexpectedly high use may indicate a leak 

 Best practice 

It's also best practice to: 

 place stores of liquid above ground where they're unlikely to be damaged, eg away from 
traffic routes 

 avoid overfilling containers 

 supervise deliveries 

 maintain gauges, valves and pipework 

 monitor oil use - unexpectedly high use may indicate a leak 

 have procedures for dealing with emergency leakages 

 use a secondary containment system such as a drip tray or bund (a storage area designed 
to prevent liquids escaping) 

 storing chemicals according to the manufacturer's instructions on the safety data sheet 
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a. Chemicals 

 Storage of Chemicals 

Avoid the common practice of alphabetical storage of chemicals. Reactions of incompatible 
chemicals make spectacular demonstrations but can be a disaster in your storeroom. For 
example, aluminum foil and bromine react at room temperature producing enough energy to 
become incandescent. In addition, many incompatible concentrated acids (such as acetic acid 
and nitric acid) are often stored together. All chemicals in the stockroom should be stored so as 
to avoid incompatibilities. 

Below is one example of how your chemicals could be separated in storage: 

 Flammable or combustible and not highly toxic and compatible with water 

 Flammable or combustible and not highly toxic and incompatible with water 

 Oxidizers and non-flammables, compatible with water 

 Oxidizers and non-flammables, incompatible with water 

 Air sensitive 

 Chemicals requiring refrigeration 

 Compressed gas cylinders, separated as to oxidizers, reducers, corrosives, toxics 

 Unstable chemicals (explosives) 

 Avoiding and dealing with chemical spills 

You should manage your site carefully to reduce the risk of chemical spills. If you have a 
chemical spill on your site, it is important that your staff know how to deal with it. If you cause 
pollution you could be prosecuted and fined. 

You should report pollution incidents as soon as they happen. 

 Plan for pollution incidents 

You should have a pollution incident response procedure in place for dealing with spills. Make 
sure that your staff are familiar with the procedure and know how to implement it. If you store 
lots of chemicals or have a chemical warehouse, you may need to install a spill alarm so that you 
can evacuate the building when there is a spill. 

 Prevent pollution from spills 

Ensure that you have absorbent materials - such as sand and other containment equipment - 
suitable for the type and quantity of chemicals you store and use on your site. Keep them close 
to where you might need them, particularly in delivery areas. Make sure that your staff know 
where they are and how to use them. You can buy spill kits containing all the appropriate spill 
equipment for the chemicals you store. 

Try to prevent liquid spills from entering drains, surface waters or groundwater. For example, 
use earth to block the flow of large spills, or use sand or a commercial spill kit to soak them up. 

You should never hose down a spill, as you could cause a much worse pollution incident. 
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If you store chemicals in a vehicle, you should also carry a spill kit suitable for the quantity and 
type of chemicals you have. 

 

4.4 Improve the Administration Systems 
Operational policies and procedures are put in place to make sure that everyone knows what 
they should do and also to make sure that the work is done correctly. 

These procedures are not always perfect and, as technology, products and other aspects change, 
it becomes necessary to improve these procedures. 

As you and your team are the people doing the actual work, you are in an ideal position to make 
suggestions that would improve the receipt and despatch procedures. This could include: 

 less paperwork by combining forms that are used that duplicate information 

 rearranging the store to place goods that are received and despatched a lot closer to the 
receiving or dispatching area 

 rearranging the store to place and pick goods more speedily 

 different racks or shelves due to the nature of the goods 

 and so on 

 It is important that you participate actively in this process and that you be ready with 
suggestions when asked for them. 

 You could also start the process by making suggestions to your supervisor/manager about 
improving the system for receiving and dispatching goods. 

 Make sure that you are able to state your case clearly and can motivate your suggestions.  
To do this, you have to: 

 Explain with examples why the current system is not efficient 

 How you think it could be improved and why you are sure this would be an improvement 

 A further motivation will be to show management how changing the administration 
system will save money and improve productivity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Formative Assessment 4 
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SECTION 5: MOVE FREIGHT 
 

Specific Outcome 5 

Move freight in accordance with pre-determined time constraints.  

 

Outcome Notes  

Move freight in accordance with pre-determined time constraints such as delivery schedules, 
shipping/dispatch programs and customer requirements, thereby ensuring timeous dispatch and 
receipt of freight.  

 

Assessment criteria 

 Generate and consider options and possibilities for:  

 Safe handling, correct identification and allocation of freight for timeous delivery;  

 Participate in planning a strategy for future action:  

 In improving the response time to ensure the timeous movement of freight in the 
logistics chain.  

 

Essential embedded knowledge 

Time management principles in order to maximise client satisfaction.  

 

5.1 Flow of goods through the organisation 
That these days we want to order goods to arrive just in time for our purposes: 

 Either to resell to our customers, or 

 To manufacture something to resell to our customers. 

This means that the ordering, stock keeping and flow of goods through the organisation is very 
important.  If we receive goods from suppliers Just In Time, we have to make sure that the 
goods are taken up in the stockholding of the organisation immediately so that the goods can be 
sent to the departments who need them without any delay. 

As outsiders or customers, we do not usually think how goods that are delivered to a business 
flows through the business before it is sold.   

In the case of a manufacturer, the goods would be parts that are assembled into a whole 
product and then sold.  In this case, the goods flow from the receiving department to the stores 
as parts to the assembly line where the different parts are built into a whole product, back to 
stores as a whole product, to despatch from where it is sent to customers. 
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FLOW OF GOODS THROUGH A MANUFACTURING ORGANISATION 

 

 

In the case of wholesalers, the goods would be goods ordered in bulk, such as case loads of 
canned peas (say, 48 cans sold as one unit), broken into smaller parts, (say 6 or 12 cans sold as a 
unit).  The flow of goods would then be bulk goods received from supplier, sent to stores, from 
stores to production line where the goods are broken into smaller units, back to stores, from 
where the smaller units are sent to despatch for delivery to customers. 

 

Flow of goods through a wholesale organisation 

 

 

A retailer buys the goods from the wholesaler or the manufacturer, breaks the goods open into 
individual units (cans of peas), and sells them to customers as individual units.  The flow of 
goods here is: from receiving to stores, from stores to packers or merchandising where it is 
broken into individual units, displayed on shelves and sold to customers. 

Parts received 

from suppliers 

Parts sent from 

receiving to 

stores 

Parts sent from 

stores to the 

assembly lines 

Finished product sent 

from the assembly 

lines to stores 

Finished product from stores 

to dispatch for delivery to 

the customer  

Goods received in 

bulk from supplier 

(usually 
manufacturer) 

Goods sent to 

stores by receiving 

department 

Goods sent from 

stores to assembly 

line to break into 
smaller units 

Goods sent back to 

store in smaller units by 

assembly line 

Goods from stores to dispatch 
for delivery to customer 
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FLOW OF GOODS THROUGH A RETAILER 

 

 

a. Stock records 

Documents needed for the flow of goods 

 Order form 

The purchasing department will place an order with the supplier.  An order form is completed.  This order 
form will contain details such as: 

 Order number 

 Name and address of supplier 

 Date of order 

 Stock code number for product 

 Quantity of products (how many) 

 Individual product price 

 Total product price 

 Delivery date 

 Delivery address 

 

Copies of this order will be sent to: 

 The supplier 

 Stores 

 Receiving department 

 One copy kept by purchasing 

When stores receives the order, preparations to reserve space in the store will be made. 

Receiving will keep their copy until the delivery takes place 

Goods received from 
supplier in bulk  

Goods sent from receiving to 
stores 

Goods sent from stores to 
packers 

Packers pack goods on shelves to be 

sold to customers as individual 

items 
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 Goods received voucher 

Once the goods have been delivered, the receiving department will complete a goods received voucher, 
which will have the following information: 

 Date of receipt 

 Internal stock code number for the items 

 Quantity of goods 

 Description of goods 

 Purchasing price (if required) 

 Selling price (if required) 

 

Copies will be sent to: 

 Stores 

 Purchasing  

 

 Stock card 

In the store, a stock card will be completed.  The stock card will have the following information: 

 Stock code of item 

 Description of item 

 Balance of stock brought forward 

 Date stock added 

 Date stock removed 

 New balance of stock item 

 Purchasing price (if required) 

 Selling price (if required) 

 

 Requisition 

To move goods from stores to the assembly line and then back again, a requisition will be completed.  The 
requisition will contain the following information: 

 Date  

 Stock code of item 

 Description of item 

 Quantity required 

 Department requesting the item 

A requisition will also be completed when goods are sent from stores to dispatch 
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 Invoice and delivery note 

From despatch, goods are sent to customers together with delivery notes and invoices. 

The delivery note will contain: 

 Date 

 Order no from customer 

 Name of organisation 

 Name and address of customer 

 Stock codes of goods 

 Quantity of goods 

 Description of goods 

 

The invoice will contain: 

 Date 

 Invoice number 

 Order number 

 Name and address of organisation 

 Name and address of customer 

 Stock codes of goods 

 Quantity of goods 

 Description of goods 

 Selling price 

 Payment terms 

 

 

5.2 Basic Despatching Requirements 

a. Delivery 

Delivery is the process of transporting goods.  

Most goods are delivered through a transportation network. Cargo (physical goods) are primarily 
delivered via roads and railrods on land, shipping lanes on the sea and airline networks in the 
air.  

Certain specialised goods may be delivered via other networks, such as pipelines for liquid 
goods. 

The general process of delivering goods is known as distribution. The study of effective processes 
for delivery and disposition of goods and personnel is called logistics. 

Firms that specialize in delivering commercial goods from point of production or storage to point 
of sale are generally known as distributors, while those that specialize in the delivery of goods 
from point of sale to the consumer are known as delivery services. 
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Most consumer goods are delivered from a point of production such as a factory or farm through 
one or more points of storage warehouse to a point of sale retail stores, where the consumer 
buys the good and is responsible for its transportation to point of consumption. 

There are many variations on this model for specific types of goods and modes of sale. Products 
sold via catalogue or the Internet may be delivered directly from the manufacturer or warehouse 
to the consumer's home. 

Small manufacturers may deliver their products directly to retail stores without warehousing. 
Some manufacturers maintain factory outlets which serve as both warehouse and retail store, 
selling products directly to consumers at wholesale prices (although many retail stores falsely 
advertise as factory outlets).  

Building, construction, landscaping and like materials are generally delivered to the consumer by 
a contractor as part of another service. Some highly perishable or hazardous goods, such as 
radioisotopes used in medical imaging, are delivered directly from manufacturer to consumer.  

Home delivery is often available for fast food and other convenience products, e.g. pizza 
delivery. Sometimes home delivery of supermarket goods is possible.  

 

b. Delivery vehicles 

Vehicles are often specialised to deliver different types of goods. On land, semi-trailers are 
outfitted with various trailers such as  

box trailers, 

flatbeds,  

car carriers,  

tanks  

and other specialized trailers 

Dump trucks and concrete mixers are examples of specialised vehicles for delivery of specific 
types of goods.  

Railroad trains also have similarly specialised cars. 

On the sea, merchant ships come in various forms, such as cargo ships, oil tankers and even 
fishing boats 

Cargo can also be delivered using freight aircraft. 
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c. Periodic deliveries 

Some products are delivered to consumers on a periodic schedule, e.g. on a fixed day 
every week.  

In the past, home delivery of many goods was much more common in urban areas, 
for example milk was delivered daily while grocery trucks came by every week. 

With the advent of home refrigeration and better distribution methods, 
these products are today largely delivered through the same retail 
distribution systems as other food products.  

 

d. Delivery schedules 

Delivery schedules are needed for any type of delivery: periodic and per order deliver. 

Definition of a delivery schedule: 

Timing or rate of delivery as required by a buyer, or as agreed between a buyer and a seller, for 
goods or services that have been purchased for a future delivery period. 

 

 Example of a weekly delivery schedule 

This is also called a periodic delivery and would usually have certain requirements for regular 
deliveries to be done.  

We require a minimum of six boxes/ minimum order value R1,000.00 in order to start a new 
delivery venue, provided it not too far off our regular route. In the event that it is, the kms to 
and from will be calculated and charged at R3.60 per km, but in the meantime we will 
endeavour to slot you in to the most convenient venue in your area.  

 

Wednesday 

Randpark Ridge, Sundowner Estate, Northcliff, Emmarentia, Parkview, Birdhaven, 
Morningside, Sunninghill, Kensington, Edenvale, Craighall Park, Dunkeld, Parkhurst, 
Parktown North, Parkview, Westcliff, Parktown, Saxonwold, Killarney, Lower 
Houghton, Norwood, Morningside, Rivonia.  

Thursday 
Bryanston Organic Market, Bryanston, Douglasdale, Fourways Gardens, Cedar Lakes, 
Eldoraigne, Brooklyn Mall, Waterkloof Ridge, Hurlingham  

Another weekly schedule: 

Day of Week Area of Delivery 

Monday Cape Town Central: Paarden Eiland, Salt River, Observatory, Woodstock, District 
Six, University Estate, Walmer Estate, Zonnebloem, Cape Town CBD, Devils Peak 
Estate, Gardens, Higgovale, High Cape, Highlands Estate, Oranjezicht, Kloof/Bo-
Kaap, Tamboerskloof, Vredehoek, V&A Waterfront, De Waterkant/Green Point, 
Mouille Point, Three Anchor Bay, Sea Point, Fresnaye, Bantry Bay, Clifton, Camps 
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Bay, Bakoven, Twelve Apostles. 
 
Southern Suburbs: Maitland, Kensington, N'dabeni, Pinelands, Mowbray, 
Rosebank, Athlone, Belgravia, Gatesville, Penlyn Estate, Rylands Estate, Surrey 
Estate, Vanguard Estate, Welcome Estate, Crawford, Rondebosch, Rondebosch 
East, Newlands, Bishopscourt, Claremont, Harfield Village, Lansdowne, 
Kenilworth, Wynberg, Little Chelsea, Kenwyn, Plumstead, Ottery, Grassy Park, 
Pelican Park, Zeekoeivlei, Lotus River, Southfield, Elfindale, Diep River, 
Bergvliet, Meadowridge, Kreupelbosch Estate, Dreyersdal, Retreat, Lakeveiw 
Estate, Tokai, Kirstenhof, Lakeside, Westlake, Constantia, Alphen Estate, Fir 
Grove, Sweet Valley, Constantia, Bel Ombre, Silverhurst, Llandudno, Thornton. 
 
Somerset West, Stellenbosch, Franschoek, Kuilsrivier, Kraaifontein Paarl, 
Wellington, Gordon's Bay 

Tuesday Northern Suburbs: Bellville, Blouberg Sands Blouberg Strand, Bloubergrand, 
Boston Bothasig, Brackenfell, Durbanville, Edgemead, Flamingo Vlei, Goodwood, 
Kenridge, Kraaifontein, Loevenstein, Melkbosstrand, Milnerton, Montague 
Gardens, Monte Vista, Panorama, Parklands, Parow, Plattekloof, Plattekloof, 
Glen, Richwood, Ruyterwacht, Stellenberg, Sunningale, Sunset Beach, Tableview, 
Tygerdal, Vasco, Vredekloof, Welgelegen, Welgemoed, West Beach 

Wednesday Southern Suburbs 1: Maitland, Kensington, N'dabeni, Pinelands, Mowbray, 
Rosebank, Athlone, Belgravia, Gatesville, Penlyn Estate, Rylands Estate, Surrey 
Estate, Vanguard Estate, Welcome Estate, Crawford, Rondebosch, Rondebosch 
East, Newlands, Bishopscourt, Claremont, Harfield Village, Lansdowne, 
Kenilworth, Wynberg, Chelsea, Kenwyn, Pinelands, Thornton  
 
Southern Suburbs 2: Little Chelsea, Plumstead, Ottery, Grassy Park, Pelican Park, 
Zeekoeivlei, Lotus River, Southfield, Elfindale, Diep River, Bergvliet, 
Meadowridge, Kreupelbosch Estate, Dreyersdal, Retreat, Lakeveiw Estate, Tokai, 
Kirstenhof, Lakeside, Westlake, Constantia, Alphen Estate, Fir Grove, Sweet 
Valley, Constantia, Bel Ombre, Silverhurst, Hout Bay, Penzance Estate, Scott 
Estate, Llandudno, Thornton, Houtbay 

Thursday Cape Town Central: Paarden Eiland, Salt River, Observatory, Woodstock, District 
Six, University Estate, Walmer Estate, Zonnebloem, Cape Town CBD, Devils Peak 
Estate, Gardens, Higgovale, High Cape, Highlands Estate, Oranjezicht, Kloof/Bo-
Kaap, Tamboerskloof, Vredehoek, V&A Waterfront, De Waterkant/Green Point, 
Mouille Point, Three Anchor Bay, Sea Point, Fresnaye, Bantry Bay, Clifton, Camps 
Bay, Bakoven, Twelve Apostles. 

Somerset West, Stellenbosch, Franschoek, Kuilsrivier, Kraaifontein, Paarl, 
Wellington,Gordon's Bay 

Friday Northern Suburbs: Bellville, Blouberg Sands Blouberg Strand, Bloubergrand, 
Boston Bothasig, Brackenfell, Durbanville, Edgemead, Flamingo Vlei, Goodwood, 
Kenridge, Kraaifontein, Loevenstein, Melkbosstrand, Milnerton, Montague 
Gardens, Monte Vista, Panorama, Parklands, Parow, Plattekloof, Plattekloof, 
Glen, Richwood, Ruyterwacht, Stellenberg, Sunningale, Sunset Beach, Tableveiw, 
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Tygerdal, Vasco, Vredekloof, Welgelegen, Welgemoed, West Beach 

All other outlying areas to be couriered for your account 

 

 Daily delivery schedule 

A daily delivery schedule would look different: it would be a list that contains the following 
details: 

 the clients listed according to the route, 

 the delivery note number,  

 the approximate time of arrival 

 approximate time of departure 

 signatures of employees if needed. 

 Attached to this would be the necessary documentation, e.g. delivery notes, invoices, 
route maps, etc. 

 

e. Requirements for dispatching goods 

The following are basic requirements which will make your job easier: 

A desk or suitable lintel upon which to write. 

A sturdy shelf for files and documentation. 

Stationery. You will require writing paper, string and the like. 

Writing instruments. 

A date stamp. This is very useful for marking the outers of cartons to indicate delivery 
date, as well as for use on invoices. 

Spare locks in case any of yours need to be replaced. 

 

f. Despatch Door 

A bigger business would designate a door solely to receiving and despatch.  When this is the 
case, the despatch staff must ensure that the outside of the doorway is clear and provides 
sufficient room for delivery vehicles to pass through.  

Ensure that you have enough space inside the doorway where the goods may be placed while 
being loaded.   

Avoid piling stocks on top of each other as this makes checking and counting very difficult. If 
necessary, designate the various areas of despatch with yellow lines on a painted floor to 
establish discipline.  
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Control the flow of people through the doorway - do not allow delivery personnel to loiter in the 
doorway and obstruct your view.  

It is possible that, whilst open, staff and customers may try to use this door as a general exit and 
entry point. This should be discouraged but, if it cannot be completely avoided, a strict control 
must be kept on persons exiting and entering.  

If this is a door dedicated to receiving and despatch, it must be securely closed and locked 
between delivery times. You may wish to put up a push bell button on the outside of the door so 
that delivery crews are able to announce their presence.  

 

5.3 Despatch Procedure 
A customer places an order with the Sales department who will issue an invoice for the sales 
transaction.  This invoice will either be sent to despatch or directly to stores. 

If the invoice is sent to despatch, despatch will complete a requisition which is sent to stores.  
As soon as stores receive the requisition, the stock for the delivery is issued and sent to despatch 
together with a copy of the requisition. 

If the invoice is sent to stores directly, stores will complete a stock issue note based on the 
invoice and send the goods with the stock issue note and the invoice to despatch. 

As soon as despatch receives the goods, the invoice and the requisition/stock issue note, the 
order must be prepared for delivery. This will usually take place very early in the morning as the 
delivery vehicles have to be released for deliveries as early as possible. 

Depending on the procedure in your organisation, it may be that you have to issue a delivery 
note that is based on the invoice, or it may be that you use the actual invoice to control the 
loading of the goods. 

The goods have to be ticked off on the invoice or the delivery note as they are loaded in the 
vehicle.  When goods are being loaded, two people should confirm that the goods are what is 
stated on the invoice/delivery note.  This could be you and the driver of the vehicle or you and 
another employee. 

You and the driver will work out the delivery route.  You have one of two options for working out 
delivery routes:   

 deliveries can start with the customer nearest to your store and end with the 
customer furthest from your store, or 

 deliveries can start from the furthest point and end with the customer closest to 
your store. 

You need to work out the route and the order of delivery, as the goods have to be loaded in the 
order of delivery – if there is more than one delivery destination the principle of FILO (First In 
Last Out) should apply 

If possible, load the goods in the order they appear on the invoice. Sometimes you will have to 
split consignments due to their size or type of item.  Foodstuffs and household detergents may 
be transported in the same hold but must be loaded separately to minimise the risk of accidental 
contamination of the foodstuffs. 
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If possible, the vehicle must be locked inside the loading bay while loading is in process.  This 
will deny access to anyone not involved in the loading process and prevent anyone involved in 
loading from removing any item from the loading area. 

Once the loading process is complete, the load can now be sealed or covered.  Make sure that all 
documentation is processed and signed off according to procedure. 

In some cases, as with large hypermarkets, delivery vehicles may not convey any other goods 
than their products on their premises.  No vehicle will be allowed to enter their receiving bay 
unless it carries only that store’s consignment.  Likewise, no vehicle will be allowed entry to the 
despatch area unless it is empty. 

These measures ensure that nothing extra is loaded and hidden between goods already on the 
vehicle.  On the receiving side the receiving clerk is sure everything is unloaded, as the vehicle 
had only his consignment on board when it arrived. 

When the driver arrives at the client, the receiving clerk and the driver will check the goods as 
they are being unloaded.  

Any errors or discrepancies will be checked by the driver and the receiving clerk and noted on 
the delivery note or the invoice. As an example, if the delivery note states 20 loaves of white 
bread and you deliver 10 loaves of white bread and 10 loaves of brown bread, this is an error 
and has to be noted on the delivery note.  The receiving clerk will report this to his supervisor, 
who will report it to you. 

When the driver of the vehicle returns, you have to check that all the deliveries were completed 
successfully.  You will do this by making sure that you get all the invoices/delivery notes from 
the driver and that all the documents have been signed without alterations by the client. 

Where the client had to make payment before the delivery was made, the cheque or method of 
payment should be attached to the invoice or noted on the invoice. 

If there were discrepancies in the delivery, these have to be reported.  The invoice has to be 
changed and arrangements have to be made to send goods that were short-delivered to the 
customer. 

 

a. Basic documentation 

 A driver’s trip sheet 

 Invoices or delivery notes for the different loads that have to be delivered at the various 
customers 

 Credit notes for goods that were returned 

 If your customer pays cash upon delivery your driver will have to issue a receipt to the 
customer after checking the accuracy of the invoice.  

 If your customer pays by account they have to acknowledge that they have received the 
goods.  This is why the receiving clerk at the customer’s premises has to sign the invoice 
or delivery note and also note the date that the goods were received. 

 If an invoice does not correspond with the goods delivered in quantity, description or 
price, you have to advise stores and administration.  Stores have to check their stock 
levels and administration have to amend the invoice so that the customer only pays for 
goods that were received. 
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 Paperwork should be completed the same day and handed to the different departments – 
invoices to admin, etc..  This is important, since the rest of the organisation needs the 
information in the reports, invoices and other documentation in order to do their work 
properly. 

 The supervisor has to report regularly about the use of vehicles, the cost of vehicles, the number 
of deliveries, the mass of the deliveries, if the deliveries were made on time, etc. 

 Finance has to know which goods were delivered and returned so that their statements to 
customers are correct. 

 Incidents and accidents have to be reported immediately so that further steps such as damage 
control can take place. 

 

 

 Formative Assessment 5 
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SECTION 6: TAKING STOCK 

 

Specific Outcome 6 

Implement a stocktaking system.  

 

Outcome Notes  

Implement a stocktaking system (e.g. automated, computerised, microfiche, manual) to suit 
company policy.  

 

Essential embedded knowledge 

Current trends in company inventory and stock control systems. 

 

6.1 Stock Control Systems 

a. Manual stock control systems 

Stocktaking involves making an inventory, or list, of stock, and noting its location and value. It's 
often an annual exercise - a kind of audit to work out the value of the stock as part of the 
accounting process. 

Codes, including barcodes, can make the whole process much easier but it can still be quite 
time consuming. Checking stock more frequently - a rolling stocktake - avoids a massive annual 
exercise, but demands constant attention throughout the year.  

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tagging using hand-held readers can offer a simple and 
efficient way to maintain a continuous check on inventory. 

Any stock control system must enable you to: 

 track stock levels 

 make orders 

 issue stock 

The simplest manual system is the stock book, which suits small businesses with few stock 
items. It enables you to keep a log of stock received and stock issued. 

It can be used alongside a simple reorder system. For example, the two-bin system works by 
having two containers of stock items. When one is empty, it's time to start using the second bin 
and order more stock to fill up the empty one. 

Stock cards are used for more complex systems. Each type of stock has an associated card, with 
information such as: 

 description 
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 value 

 location 

 reorder levels, quantities and lead times (if this method is used) 

 supplier details 

 information about past stock history 

More sophisticated manual systems incorporate coding to classify items. Codes might indicate 
the value of the stock, its location and which batch it is from, which is useful for quality control. 

Without stock record cards, it would be impossible to  know  if  there  were  adequate  stocks  of 
 material necessary for the operation of the medical department of a ship.  Procurement of 
stock must be based on the information contained on the stock record cards.  Use of   approved 
  computer   programs   are   encouraged. 
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b. Computerised stock control systems 

Computerised stock control systems run on similar principles to manual ones, but are more 
flexible and information is easier to retrieve. You can quickly get a stock valuation or find out 
how well a particular item of stock is moving. 

A computerised system is a good option for businesses dealing with many different types of 
stock. Other useful features include: 

Stock and pricing data integrating with accounting and invoicing systems. All the systems draw 
on the same set of data, so you only have to input the data once. Sales Order Processing and 
Purchase Order Processing can be integrated in the system so that stock balances and statistics 
are automatically updated as orders are processed. 

Automatic stock monitoring, triggering orders when the re-order level is reached. 

Automatic batch control if you produce goods in batches. 

Identifying the cheapest and fastest suppliers. 

Bar coding systems which speed up processing and recording. The software will print and read 
bar codes from your computer. 

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) which enables individual products or components to be 
tracked throughout the supply chain.. 

The system will only be as good as the data put into it. Run a thorough stocktake before it goes 
'live' to ensure accurate figures. It's a good idea to run the previous system alongside the new 
one for a while, giving you a back-up and enabling you to check the new system and sort out any 
problems. 

 

c. Using RFID for inventory control, stock security and quality 
management 

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) allows a business to identify individual products and 
components, and to track them throughout the supply chain from production to point-of-sale. 

RFID is a technology that uses radio waves for communication between a tag (data carrier or RF 
transponder) and a reading device. The tag usually consists of a microchip attached to an 
antenna. The reader (or interrogator) is usually capable of reading data from and writing data to 
the tag. 

An RFID tag is a tiny microchip, plus a small aerial, which can contain a range of digital 
information about a particular item. Tags are encapsulated in plastic, paper or similar material, 
and fixed to the product or its packaging, to a pallet or container, or even to a van or delivery 
truck. 

The tag is interrogated by an RFID reader which transmits and receives radio signals to and from 
the tag. Readers can range in size from a hand-held device to a 'portal' through which several 
tagged devices can be passed at once, e.g. on a pallet. The information that the reader collects 
is collated and processed using special computer software. Readers can be placed at different 
positions within a factory or warehouse to show when goods are moved, providing continuous 
inventory control. 
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Using RFID tagging for stock control offers several advantages over other methods such as 
barcodes: 

 tags can be read remotely, often at a distance of several metres 

 several tags can be read at once, enabling an entire pallet-load of products to be 
checked simultaneously 

 tags can be given unique identification codes, so that individual products can be tracked 

 certain types of tag can be overwritten, enabling information about items to be updated, 
e.g. when they are moved from one part of a factory to another 

 RFID tagging can be used: 

 to prevent over-stocking or under-stocking a product or component 

 for stock security, by positioning tag-readers at points of high risk, such as exits, and 
causing them to trigger alarms 

 for quality control, particularly if you make or stock items with a limited shelf life 

The costs associated with RFID tagging have fallen over recent years, and continue to do so, to 
bring the process within the reach of more and more businesses. The benefits of more efficient 
stock control and improved security make it particularly attractive to retailers, wholesalers or 
distributors who stock a wide range of items, and to manufacturers who produce volume runs of 
products for different customers. 

 

d. Choose a system 

 There are many software systems available. Talk to others in your line of business about 
the software they use, or contact your trade association for advice. 

 Make a checklist of your requirements. For example, your needs might include: 

 multiple prices for items 

 prices in different currencies 

 automatic updating, selecting groups of items to update, single-item updating 

 using more than one warehouse 

 ability to adapt to your changing needs 

 quality control and batch tracking 

 integration with other packages 

 multiple users at the same time 

 Avoid choosing software that's too complicated for your needs as it will be a waste of 
time and money. 
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e. Stock control administration 

There are many administrative tasks associated with stock control. Depending on the size and 
complexity of your business, they may be done as part of an administrator's duties, or by a 
dedicated stock controller. 

For security reasons, it's good practice to have different staff responsible for finance than those 
responsible for stock. 

Typical paperwork to be processed includes: 

delivery and supplier notes for incoming goods 

purchase orders, receipts and credit notes 

returns notes 

requisitions and issue notes for outgoing goods 

Stock can tie up a large slice of your business capital, so accurate information about stock levels 
and values is essential for your company's accounting. 

Figures should be checked systematically, either through a regular audit of stock - stocktaking - 
or an ongoing programme of checking stock - rolling stocktake. 

If the figures don't add up, you need to investigate as there could be stock security problems or 
a failure in the system. 

 

f. Health and safety 

Health and safety aspects of stock control are related to the nature of the stock itself. Issues 
such as where and how items are stored, how they are moved and who moves them might be 
significant - depending on what they are. 

You might have hazardous materials on your premises, goods that deteriorate with time or items 
that are very heavy or awkward to move. 

 

6.2 Perpetual or Periodic inventory? 
What is the difference between the two inventory management systems? Most small businesses 
still use periodic inventory management, although perpetual inventory management is becoming 
increasingly popular.  

Development of more sophisticated computer scanning of inventory has allowed regular use of 
perpetual inventory systems by companies. More and more businesses use scanners at the point 
of sale. According to the generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP), companies can use 
either perpetual inventory systems or periodic inventory systems. 
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a. What is a Perpetual Inventory System? 

A perpetual inventory tracking system is a method of immediately accounting for inventory sales 
in the inventory account, if there is no theft or spoilage. It is an inventory management system 
where store balances of inventory are recorded after every transaction. It eliminates the need 
for the store to close down constantly for inventory stock-taking as perpetual inventory systems 
allow for continuous stock-taking. Perpetual inventory systems keep a running account of the 
company's inventory. 

Perpetual inventory systems involve more record-keeping than periodic inventory systems. Every 
inventory item is kept on a separate ledger. These inventory ledgers contain information on cost 
of goods sold, purchases, and inventory on hand. Perpetual inventory management systems allow 
for a high degree of control of the company's inventory by management. Perpetual inventory 
management is generally used by companies who have the ability to scan the inventory items 
sold and who use point-of-sale inventory systems. 

When stock is received, it is entered into the computerized system immediately.  Details of 
goods sold are taken from invoices that are issued, so that the stock balance is updated 
immediately. 

Perpetual inventory systems provide the business owner with a record of what is sold, where it 
was sold from, when it was sold, and for what price it was sold. As a result, it allows for 
businesses to have more than one location with one centralized inventory management system. 
Even with a perpetual inventory management system, the company still needs to shut down at 
least annually to do a periodic, or manual, inventory count. The scanned data should tell the 
business owner exactly what inventory should be on hand. The major advantage of doing a 
periodic inventory count is to determine how much inventory has been lost, stolen, or subject to 
spoilage. 

 

b. What is a Periodic Inventory System? 

A periodic inventory system does not require day-to-day tracking of physical inventory. 
Purchases, cost of goods sold, and inventory on hand cannot be tracked until the end of the 
accounting time period when a physical inventory is performed and ending inventory is 
compared against the sum of beginning inventory and purchases.  

Periodic inventory management allows a company to know beginning inventory and ending 
inventory but it does not track inventory on a daily basis.  

This means there is lost information. Business owners cannot tell if inventory was sold or if it 
was stolen, lost, or spoiled.  

 

c. Which is Better - Perpetual or Periodic Inventory Management? 

If you own a start-up business without much money, periodic inventory management is definitely 
better because you can get by with just a cash register and a simple accounting procedure. If 
you sell services rather than products, you may not need an inventory management system 
unless you own a restaurant or you are in the hospitality business. 

As your business grows, you will probably want to switch over to a perpetual inventory 
management system as it allows you to know the balance in your inventory account at any point 
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in time. Large businesses typically have perpetual inventory systems rather than periodic 
inventory systems since the rest of their financial and accounting systems are computerized. 

 

6.3 Taking stock 
Purpose of taking stock: 

 

 

 

The reasons for doing this are as follows: 

1. To verify the accuracy of the stock records. 

2. To support the value of stock shown in the balance sheet by physical verification. 

3. To disclose the possibility of fraud, theft or loss. 

4. To reveal any weakness in the system for the custody and control of stock. 

The size and number of surpluses and deficiencies revealed by stocktaking is a good criterion of 
the efficiency of storekeeping, control and procedure generally. 

 

a. What You Need 

 Inventory team of several people 

 Pencils with erasers 

 Inventory count sheets 

 Tags showing completed zones 

 

b. Procedures for taking stock in a warehouse 

For a satisfactory stocktake, a good deal of preparation is necessary.  

First of all, a program should be drawn up and agreed with all concerned, including the 
customer's finance department, auditors, the customer's management and warehouse personnel.  

Secondly, proper cut off time, inventory report, stocktaking sheets or cards have to be prepared 
in advance.  

Thirdly, all personnel concerned must be instructed and briefed before-hand on their respective 
duties come the day of the stock take. 

1. Appoint one person to control the whole operation. 

2. While stocktaking is in progress, do not have the warehouse open for normal business or 
operations.  

 

Note:  Physical stocking taking is the process of counting, weighing or otherwise 
measuring all items in stock and recording the results. 
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3. After the end of the last working day before the stock take, no more issues (deliveries) should 
be made and no more receipts recorded into the Warehouse Management System until the 
stocktake is complete. The number of the last receipt and issue should be noted, and all 
documents up to and including these numbers posted to the computer system or records. At this 
point, all the records can be ruled off and no further postings are made until the results of the 
stocktaking have been entered.  

Ideally, the warehouse should be tidied and the number of items per pallet standardised to ease 
counting on the stocktake day. For example, if there are 210 televisions to be counted and one 
pallet has twenty televisions then all pallets of the same model should have twenty televisions 
making ten pallets of twenty TV's each with one pallet of ten TV's. 

A common cause of wrong counts is random numbers of each item on separate pallets. Another 
common cause of errors is a mixture of items on pallets. Sometimes, TV Model A may be stacked 
at the front of the pallet and Model B at the back. If the stock taker is tired, they may not do a 
complete count of items on the pallet and assume the whole pallet only contains Model A and 
the Model B TV's will not be counted. This will lead to an excess of Model A in the count and a 
shortage of Model B. 

Each row of racks in the warehouse should be numbered and the number marked in chalk on the 
floor. Each bay in the racking should be numbered to enable easy recounting if necessary.  

Count sheets should be issued to the staff doing the stocktake. Count sheets should be 
carbonised with minimum three copies. One copy for the Client, one copy for the warehouse 
operator and one copy for the Master File as backup.  

Have stocktaking sheets under the control of one person, consecutively numbered, and issued to 
the staff on duty as required. No duplicates should be allowed and at the end of the job, all 
stocktaking sheets must be accounted for. 

 

4. There should be count teams assembled on the day of the stocktake. Each team should consist 
of a forklift driver, and another employee. 

The number of items in each bay should be counted. The count sheet for each bay should be 
countersigned by fork lift driver and the employee. The object is to make each person taking 
stock responsible for a particular section or clearly defined area of the warehouse and record 
everything that is found in the area.  

 

5. Count all normal stock including loose packages and items under inspection. Damaged stocks 
should be recorded separately. 

 

6. After the teams have completed their counts and handed the count sheets to the verifiers, 
the results of the count sheets should be entered into a computer and verified on the spot. The 
number of total items in the count and in the system should be compared to see if there are any 
shortages. If the number of items counted matches but there is a difference in individual 
models, there may have been cross counting or cross delivery of stock. 

If the number items does not match or there is a large discrepancy, then the items which show 
large discrepancy have to be recounted immediately. This is where the numbered bays and 
allocated count sheets will be very useful as this will enable the count team to zoom in on the 
area where the goods for which there is discrepancy are kept. 
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7. Normally it is only possible to match the total number of items in the system and that counted 
on the day of the count. A detailed item by item comparison will normally only be completed a 
few working days after the stocktake day in the case of counts with large numbers of items.  

 

c. Inaccurate Stock Taking 

Often the effectiveness of the stocktaking process can influence the 
accuracy of information it produces. This may lead to a situation where it 
appears that there are stock losses when actually the missing stock has 
simply been overlooked. This type of problem would indicate either: 

 the need for staff training 

 the current stock tracking method needs to be reviewed.  

 

Accurate stocktaking and effective inventory control and reporting systems can greatly improve 
the profitability of the business  

 

Conclusion 

The carrying out of accurate stocktakes is of crucial importance both to the warehouse operator 
and for clients. With the procedures outlined above, the stocktake should be fast and painless. 
In the case of discrepancy, the procedure should enable the physical location in the warehouse 
in which there is a discrepancy to be located as quickly as possible so that a recount can be 
done. Also, physical tally sheets are very important and these must be kept in their entirety in a 
safe location for future reference.  

 

Example of taking stock in a retail store 

 Physical inventory 

Replenish shelves with merchandise from the stockroom. Try to clear as much inventory from 
the backroom as possible. Be sure there is no merchandise under cash wraps, in the office or any 
other location.  

If the physical inventory is being conducted by store employees, meet with staff to explain the 
inventory counting process. 

Assign each employee a location and provide pre-numbered inventory count sheets detailing the 
inventory with item name, price and inventory level. 

Those conducting the inventory should count each item on their sheet and only record the exact 
quantities. 

When the physical inventory count is completed, compare the physical count to the perpetual 
inventory record.  
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Discrepancies should be further investigated and resolved. A recount may be required by a 
different counting team for any major discrepancy. 

At the end of the inventory process, adjust the perpetual inventory record for each line item to 
reflect the quantity and value of the physical inventory. 

 Tips: 

Complete a full zoning (recovery) or straightening of the store prior to the physical inventory so 
all products are neat and orderly for easy counting. 

To conduct the physical inventory count as quickly as possible, schedule a time when sales are 
slow and inventory levels are down. 

The store manager should spot check several of the count sheets to verify accuracy in counting 
by employees. 

 

 Step 1: 

Managers should draw up floor plans and allocate locations/Stock Sheets on the plan. This will 
prevent areas from being left out, or duplicated. Please refer to the Photographs sent by head 
office as a guide to assigning locations. 

Locations: all areas of the store should be included in the floor plan to ensure no stock is left 
out during stock take. 

• Stock sheet: the correct stock sheet should be attached to the correct location. 

• Stock take staff: a team of two people should be allocated per location/area, one person to do 
a hand count and one person to do a scanner count. 

• Location code: is the branch code of the store. 

• Sheet number: is the number of the stock sheet. 

• Scanning: stock take staff that are scanning stock must scan each and every item. 

 

 Step 2 

The person doing the hand count in a stock take team should be the first person to count the 
stock in the location/area which has been allocated to the team. 

 

 Step 3 

The person scanning count should first type in branch code, then scan items. 

 

 Step 4 

If the number of stock counted by hand is the same as the number of stock counted by scanner 
then the team proceed to download. 
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If the number of stock counted by hand is not the same as the number of stock counted by 
scanner then the team must report this to their supervisor. 

The supervisor should then allocate a team of two new people to the location/area who will do a 
recount of the stock. Until the number of stock counted either by two scanner counters or two 
hand counters in the location/area is the same the information may not be downloaded. 

 

 Step 5 

If the number of units downloaded matches the scanners units then the location can be marked 
as “BALANCED”. If not the supervisor will be informed and the location redone. 

 

 Step 6 

To record information the downloader will be asked by the computer to type in the sheet 
number for the location/area which is being recorded, the downloader should respond by typing 
in the sheet number and follow this by pressing in the ,Enter, button. 

Then next the system/computer will ask for stock to be scanned, the downloader should respond 
by typing in the control button, Ctrl, and the button for letter T at the same time. Then press 
send on scanner 

The recorded information should be then printed out by holding down the control button, Ctrl, 
and the button for letter P at the same time. 

The printed information should then be stapled to the stock sheet for that location/area and 
attached to the actual location/area in the store. 

 

 Additional information: 

Download units will be attached to new machines which have been provided. The specific 
number depending on the size of the store. 

These machines will be installed approximately one week before stock take and should be tested 
before the start of stock take period 2013. 

All other functions, including closure of the stock take, not stated in this document are I.T. 
functions and will be handled by IT crew. 

The name and contact number of each stores’ I.T. consultant should be available as the I.T. 
consultants should be called in as soon as a stock take is finished to conclude stock take for the 
year. 
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6.4 Analysing your Stock Taking Procedure 
 

a. Analyse the current procedure 

The first step in this process is to examine the current stocktaking procedure used in your 
workplace. Of particular importance are these two questions: 

how accurate is the information that is collected? 

how strictly is it followed by staff? 

When examining stocktaking procedures: 

o look at the data generated by the stocktake  

 identify the extent of any merchandise losses 

 examine the physical layout of your store and current inventory procedures 

 identify any problem areas or stock losses and their likely causes 

 develop a plan to correct these problems and their causes 

 implement a strategy to minimise or eliminate these problems 

 communicate the revised security procedure to all staff 

 consider the existing workplace policies, practices and procedures  

 monitor and maintain the new security procedures. 

Having completed the research and considered the available options it’s time to develop and 
implement your solution.  

Identify and briefly describe each step in your store’s stock taking procedure in the table below. 
Carefully assess each step and determine if any problems exist.  
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STOCK TAKE PROCEDURE 

STEP 
DESCRIPTION Problem 

exists 

1 
  

2 
  

3 
  

4 
  

5 
  

6 
  

7 
  

8 
  

9 
  

10 
  

 

b. Developing solutions 

Based on the stock taking problems you identified in the previous table, develop solutions to 
minimise or eliminate their impact on the effectiveness of your store’s stocktaking. 

 

STOCK TAKE PROCEDURE 

STEP 
PROBLEM SOLUTION 

Post your problems and solutions on the notice board for discussion. 

 

 

 

 

 

Formative assessment 6 
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SECTION 7: CLIENT CONFIDENTIALITY 

 

Specific Outcome 7 

Ensure client confidentiality.  

 

Outcome Notes  

Ensure client confidentiality when receiving and dispatching freight in order to protect client 
interests 

 

7.1 Confidential Matters 
In any workplace environment, certain information and documents are confidential and must not 
be shared with any unauthorised persons.  These can be broadly classified into the following 
categories 

Personal information and documentation 

Client information and documentation 

Business or organisation matters 

It very important that you understand that confidential matters should always be treated as such 
and that the leaking of confidential information and documents could have serious 
consequences: for your organisation, clients of the organisation and even yourself. 

 

a. Personal Information And Documentation  

Personal information and documentation will Include: 

 Employees’ salary and other sources of income 

 Employees’ home address and telephone numbers 

 Employees’ yearly performance appraisals 

 Disciplinary actions, possible promotions 

 Employees’ private affairs, such as health, medical records, finances, marital and family 
matters, etc. 

This is why employee files are considered confidential and kept in a safe and secure place, 
usually in the HR Department.  Only the HR Manager and secretary and, at times the employee 
self, should be able to view the files.   

Of course, the employee’s direct supervisor or manager or even senior management will also 
from time to time require access to the information in the files, but this is usually done under 
the supervision of the HR Department. 
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Anybody who has access to employee files must not talk about the information contained in the 
files to people who are not entitled to the information.   

When you read classified information in a colleague’s file, such as salary or any other 
confidential information and you tell other people about it, it is the same as gossiping and it can 
be hurtful to the other person. 

Incidentally, your own salary is also a confidential matter and it is a breach of company policy 
and procedure to discuss your salary with your colleagues.  What you are earning is a 
confidential matter between yourself and your employer and should be discussed between only 
yourself and your manager or other supervisor. 

 

b. Client Information And Documentation 

Materials and documents that are provided by the client must be catalogued, stored, protected, 
and their confidentiality kept.  If these items must be taken outside of the office, then the same 
standards of protection must apply 

This includes  

Details of the client’s income and other financial matters, such as the size of the client’s 
overdraft if you are working in a bank, or the amount of his income if you are working for the 
South African Revenue Services. 

Details of the client’s business, such as new products, new shops to be opened, number of 
employees and what they earn, wage negotiations, etc. 

Any information that the client does not want made public: account numbers, private addresses 
and telephone numbers, the school that his children go to, the list is endless. 

When you make confidential information of a client public knowledge, it will result in a serious 
breach of the trust the client has in your organisation and will have very serious consequences, 
which can include a break up of the relationship the client has with your organisation and can 
even lead to legal action being taken. 

 

c. Business Or Organisation Matters 

While certain matters in every organisation is public knowledge, there will always be matters 
that are strictly confidential. 

New products that your organisation wants to launch to get an edge over the competition 

New offices or branches to be opened that are still in the planning phases 

New policies and procedures 

Personnel matters 

Internal policies and procedures 

Promotions, salary increases 

Negotiations for big contracts and  tenders and the details thereof 

New appointments to senior management and the board of directors until the matter has been 
finalised. 
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7.2 Security At Work 

a. Security Of Confidential Documents 

There will always be some documentary evidence of confidential matters and the leaking of 
confidential information can lead to very serious consequences for the organisation and its 
employees as well as the clients of the organisation. 

This then means that confidential documents should be handled in such a way that the contents 
remain confidential and that they can only be accessed by authorised personnel. 

All confidential files should normally locked away in a safe or filing cabinet and removed only 
when required 

Only authorised personnel should have keys to the safe or the filing cabinet 

Files that are removed should be signed for by authorised personnel 

The person in charge of the files should ensure that files are returned speedily 

All staff should sign a non-disclosure of confidential information agreement. 

Everybody in the office should be tasked with issues regarding confidentiality and the correct 
handling of confidential information 

Everybody in the office should ensure that confidential information does not lie around the 
office where unauthorised people can read the files 

 

b. Security Of Personal Items In The Office 

Carry as few as possible personal items with you when you go to work. 

Handbags and briefcases should be kept in locked drawers or cupboards, with the key in your 
pocket or attached to your necklace. 

Wear a minimum of jewellery to the office and, if you remove them during the day, place them 
in your handbag or briefcase, which you store in a locked cupboard. 

Remember that you are the only person responsible for the security of your personal belongings. 

 

c. General Workplace Security 

Every person in the organisation is responsible for his own safety and security as well as that of 
every other member of the organisation and also of the organisation’s assets and business. 

Confidential papers, as mentioned, should be locked away in fire proof cabinets or safes 

Ensure that you are aware of the procedure to follow in case of a fire or bomb threat. 

Fire extinguishers must be clearly marked, kept unblocked and fire doors must be left unlocked 
while staff are on the premises. 

Torn or worn floor covering should be reported and replaced.   
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Security and other gates should be kept locked and the keys removed to a safe storage place.  
Remote controls must be issued with care and signed for by the recipients.  They should be used 
responsibly and handed over to just anyone. 

Only designated staff, such as security or reception, should be allowed to operate entrance 
gates to allow visitors to gain entry to the premises. 

Security or Reception should be notified of who is expected to visit the premises at any given 
time.  

Visitors should not be allowed to wander around a firm unescorted.  They should be collected 
from the reception area and taken to the person with whom they have an appointment. 

Avoid answering questions from visitors about the organisation’s business.  There are such 
individuals as industrial spies who are trained to ask apparently trivial questions that may 
inadvertently reveal vital information. 

Do not leave keys in doors.  Think of what will happen if a key is stolen or duplicated by a 
dishonest person.  One set of extra keys should be kept is a safe and one full set of keys must be 
left with a responsible member of staff in case of emergency. 

Cash and petty cash should be locked away.  If banking is done regularly, vary the time and 
route to avoid attempted theft. 

Note the numbers on equipment so that they can be traced in the event of a theft. 

Do not let unauthorised people remove office equipment.  If the equipment has to be taken out 
of the office for repairs, ensure that arrangements to this effect has been made, ensure that the 
person taking the equipment is authorised to remove said equipment and make a copy of the 
person’s company ID as well as personal ID. 

 

7.3 Confidentiality Procedures 
There are certain steps you can take to ensure that client confidentiality is maintained during 
receiving and dispatching operations. This is done by implementing safety and security 
procedures. 

 

a. Main Entrance Control 

Main entry / exit is normally controlled by a gate house or barrier system.  Access and egress can 
also be controlled by doors or turnstiles. 

The functions at the gate house may include all or some of the following : 

1. Standing orders on each property / premises must indicate : 

Who has access and to which areas they have access– called zoning 

Egress procedures 

How they are identified 

How they are monitored during their period of duty / visit. 

2. Supervision of entry and exit of all regular employees. 
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3. Control of visitors 

4. Conducting of searches, when authorised 

5. Maintaining a record of all vehicles entering and exiting the area, including employees, 
company and private vehicles.  All vehicles and person entering / exiting high risk areas must 
be escorted into and out of the area and must not be left unattended at any time. 

 

b. Authorised Persons, Vehicles And Goods 

Authorised persons and vehicles can include: 

Permanent staff who work in one specific area, and proceed to that area daily to discharge their 
duties. 

Repair and maintenance staff who are required to work in any area to carry out these tasks. 

Security staff who are required to supervise security operations. 

Company vehicles delivering or loading the prime product. 

Access and egress control can take place through: 

ID systems, for example where the person swipes an access card to gain access 

Visual inspections of vehicles to ensure that unauthorised goods are not taken into or out of the 
premises 

 Control of access and movement (zoning) 

Some system of controlling movement and access by employees is essential.  The purpose of 
such a system is to see that access to and movement within various parts of a company are 
monitored and controlled.  This will make it much more difficult for an intruder to accomplish 
his objective.  There are numerous ways of setting up and running a system to monitor and 
control employee movement.  The general principles are as follows: 

Designate the various working areas within the organisation.  Examples are receiving, 
production, engineering, planning, administration, etc. 

Assign each member of the staff some form of identification badge or tag that clearly designates 
the area he works in.  These badges or tags should be as tamper-proof as possible and they 
should bear a photograph of the employee. e.g. the background colour on the photograph can 
indicate the grade of access or the working area of the employee. 

Install or implement a system to ensure that employees are allowed access only to those areas 
where they work or have a legitimate reason to visit.  Obviously the degree to which such 
controls can be applied depends on the resources expended upon them.  These should be 
evaluated by the nature of the area and the risk involved.  Before attempting to determine what 
measures to take, the following should be taken into consideration : 

Relative importance of the area to personnel safety and continued production and 

Vulnerability of area (e.g. sabotage, theft, bombs, etc.) and natural disasters (e.g. fires, floods, 
earthquakes, sink holes, etc.) 

For example, it may be sufficient to control access to a stationary store by locking the store 
when it is not being used and designating the secretary as being responsible for the key.  On the 
other hand, access to critical areas may have to be much more tightly controlled.  Some 
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methods of this include guarded control, maintaining entrance and exit registers, installing card 
locks and recognition devices such as electronic fingerprint analysers. 
 
 
 

c. Unauthorised Persons, Vehicles And Goods 

Visitors, delivery vehicle and outside contractors are examples of unauthorised persons, vehicles 
and goods. Access and egress could be controlled by: 

Maintaining a record of all vehicles entering and exiting the area, including employees, company 
and private vehicles.  All vehicles and person entering / exiting high risk areas must be escorted 
into and out of the area and must not be left unattended at any time. 

Maintaining records of visitors and confirming with the official to be visited that the visitor is 
expected.  Visitors are then given temporary access badges which are returned when the visitor 
leaves. 

Escorting visitors to the appropriate office or building 

Visual inspections of vehicles to ensure that unauthorised goods are not taken into or out of the 
premises 

Visitors must give their name and purpose of visit to the guard controlling the access point.  
This information should be checked against some form of identify document, i.e. I.D. book, 
driver’s licence or passport.   

All South African citizens and permanent residents, aged 16 years and older, must be in 
possession of an identity document and should have the ID document available when requested 
to show it. 

The visitor must be checked with the official to be visited and if approved, his particulars must 
be recorded, given a visitor's identity card and escorted to the office of the official.  Once the 
visit is over the visitor must be escorted back to the access point. 

 Control of visitors’ entry and movement 

The following guidelines will make it difficult for an unauthorised visitor to gain access to a 
property.  The degree/level of security to be attained will be determined by the assessment of 
the likelihood of an organisation becoming an intruder's target: (The Risk) 

Have visitors park in a designated area and issue them a temporary parking permit to be 
returned when they leave. 

Designate particular entrances and exits for use by visitors.  All such entrances should be 
security controlled. 

Keep a visitor's register and the following enquiries should be made  

Name and particulars of visitor(s) 

Firm or company he represents 

Reason for visit 

Time in and time out 

Confirmation of appointment 

Permit, identification tag or card to be issued before entering and collected before departure. 
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Provide personnel to escort visitors whenever they are permitted into a restricted area.  There 
are two ways of doing this : 

Have members of the Security Department escort visitors, or 

Make the member of the organisation being visited responsible for escorting the visitor in and 
out. 

A permit or disc system should be implemented for authorised vehicles and vehicles should be 
checked prior to entry and before leaving restricted areas.   

Delivery vehicles can enter on a permit or detachable sticker basis and should also be checked 
on arrival and before departing. 
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